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Current-voltage (j-V) characteristics, impedance spectroscopy (IS) and incident photon to 
current efficiency (IPCE) were monitored for dye-sensitized solar cells (DSCs) employing 
different electrolytes under a range of different conditions over one month, in order to correlate 
the evolution of short-circuit current density ୱ݆ୡ , open-circuit voltage ୭ܸୡ  and power 
conversion efficiency (PCE) to the energetic and kinetic parameters such as TiO2 conduction 
band edge (ܧୡ) and effective dye regeneration rate constant. Although no standard aging 
protocol was followed in this study, the ‘pseudo-aging’ test represents the first attempt to 
de-convolute various kinetic processes upon prolonged aging, and has provided new insights 
into device operation. 
To apply IS for studying charge transport in the mesoporous film of solid-state 
dye-sensitized solar cells (ss-DSCs), it is necessary to determine the relative conductivities of 
the electron and hole transporting phases, given the equivalent positions of the distributed 
electron and hole transport resistances (ݎ୲ and ݎ୦) in the equivalent circuit. Here in-plane 
transistor-like ss-DSCs employing spiro-OMeTAD as hole conductor were fabricated and 
characterized with IS. By design, ݎ୲ and ݎ୦ are no longer in equivalent positions as they were 
in ss-DSCs with regular solar cell geometry (regular ss-DSCs), providing a means to determine 
their values independently. Fitting and simulation results of transistor-like devices combined 
with cross checks against results obtained for regular ss-DSCs clearly showed that ݎ୲ is 
significantly larger than ݎ୦ under all conditions studied. Charge transport and transfer in 
ss-DSCs were then discussed and effective carrier diffusion lengths are calculated. The results 
suggested that charge collection is limited by an inadequate electron diffusion length (ܮ௡) in 
ss-DSCs, implying the necessity to enhance electron transport or retard recombination in order 
to improve the performance of ss-DSCs. The experimental methodology proposed here will 
find important use in other ss-DSCs. 
Regeneration of the oxidized dye in DSCs is frequently studied using the transient 
absorption (TA) technique. However, TA measurements are generally not performed using 
‐ 8 ‐ 
 
complete DSCs at the maximum power point (MPP) on the j-V curve, and the electron 
concentration in the nanocrystalline TiO2 films used in these devices is often not well 
characterized, which may lead to results that are not relevant to actual solar cell operation. In 
this work, dye regeneration kinetics was studied at the MPP and at open circuit (where 
interpretation of results is simpler). Using a combination of TA, differential IPCE 
measurements and IS, the dependence of electron-dye recombination rate and overall sensitizer 
regeneration efficiency on TiO2 electron concentration was unambiguously demonstrated. The 
validity of a commonly used approach for determining regeneration efficiency in which the 
electron-dye recombination rate constant is estimated from TA decays of cells employing a 
redox-inactive electrolyte solution was also examined. It was found that this widespread 
practice may be unsuitable for accurate determination of the regeneration rate constant or 
efficiency. It was further shown that, despite near-quantitative regeneration at short circuit or 
low photovoltage, PCE was limited by inefficient regeneration in stable DSCs with practically 
relevant electrolyte solutions using Iି/Iଷି  as redox mediator.  
The effect of a systematic variation of supporting electrolyte (SE) concentration on 
photocurrent of DSCs using low-volatility electrolytes, which showed good long-term stability 
and usually possess high viscosity and ionic strength, was examined. A degradation of the j-V 
characteristics and PCE with increasing SE concentration was observed. The relative 
importance of electrolyte viscosity and ionic strength in determining charge collection and 
charge separation yields were discussed. After correction of charge collection losses, it was 
found that even near open-circuit conditions where mass transport effects can be neglected, 
charge separation yield is strongly dependent on SE concentration, which was qualitatively 
consistent with a kinetic electrolyte effect or possibly ionic strength/viscosity related 
modulation in reorganization energies. The results implied the importance of 
voltage-dependent dye regeneration yield for solvent-free electrolytes, where ionic strength 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
 
1.1 Renewable Energy 
Energy has always been a key factor governing the development of human society and 
civilization. With the rocketing demand and consumption of energy, the depletion of 
traditional non-renewable energy sources such as oil, natural gas and coal have become more 
and more severe in the past decades. According to BP Statistical Review of World Energy 
June 2013, the global oil, natural gas and coal will be exhausted in 54, 57 and 110 years 
respectively, based on the present explored reserves and consumption rate.[1] As such, great 
effort has been made in the past few decades to develop new technologies which can provide 
energy economically, substantially, safely and sustainably, such as wind, tides, geothermal 
heat and solar energy. By the end of 2012, an estimated 21.7% of global electricity comes from 
renewable sources.[2] Although this seems to be encouraging, it must be noted that 
hydropower accounts for the 76% of the contribution, which is however strongly limited by the 
river and terrain conditions and is potentially harmful to environments especially in the case of 
large-scale dams. Also, the renewable energy’s market share has been lagging behind the rise 
of its power capacity. This is partly related to the increased usage of fossil fuels by many 
countries. But it is also due to the relatively low capacity factors (the ratio of the actual output 
over the potential maximum output) of wind and solar powers, which have been deployed 
extensively in recent years.[2] Although the capacity factors of wind and solar powers are 
affected greatly by climate, they are still very attractive given the capability of being adaptable 
to various circumstances and zero green gas emission (once fabricated and assembled).  
Solar power is especially fascinating given the essentially infinite power capacity: the 
worldwide total primary energy consumption in 2010 is 5.34 × 1020 J [3], while the total solar 
energy absorbed by Earth's surface is approximately 3.12 ×1024 J per year [4]. This means, as a 
simplified and idealized estimation, the current energy consumption can be satisfied with 




(PCE). Based on the way that the sunlight is captured, converted and distributed, solar power 
technologies can be broadly characterized as either being passive or active. The former focuses 
on optimizing the heat flow inside a building so that the solar heat can be rejected in the 
summer while stored and distributed during the winter. The later captures photons and 
transforms the solar energy into other forms of energy, such as electricity (photovoltaics, PV) 
and chemical energy (water splitting, carbon dioxide reduction and photosynthesis, etc.) [5]. 
Among these techniques, photovoltaics are especially appealing as the produced electricity can 
be used directly without further transformation. Currently, 86% of PV market is dominated by 
the crystalline-silicon technology (2011), given its relatively high PCE (the average value is 
15%) [6] and the profits gained from the compatibility with the highly developed 
semiconductor industry [7]. However, the complex production process for making high quality 
material and devices inevitably results in exorbitant prices, which is unfortunately an inherent 
problem with the crystalline silicon production. This is devastating, even just in imagination, 
that 0.171% of the earth surface needs to be covered with such expensive panels with long 
payback time. Also, it must be mounted in a robust frame to be protected against aggressive 
environment. So in order to utilize solar powers substantially, it is really necessary and urgent 
to develop much cheaper photovoltaic devices while retaining reasonable PCE and stability.  
Dye-sensitized solar cells (DSCs) [8] functioning on molecular and nano level are one of the 
promising alternatives to the traditional silicon-based photovoltaics due to its potentially low 
investment and cost. It has achieved recording 12% [9] PCE for small-size laboratory test 
devices and 9% for mini-modules, and it also passed the critical 1000 h stability test at 80 °C 
with a promising durable PCE of 8-9% [10]. Although its PCE still lags behind that of silicon 
cells, the separation of light harvesting and charge-carrier transport/transfer functions offers 
abundant possibilities to optimize the device. From the market point of view, DSCs performs 
relatively better under higher temperatures (which is the case in the context of Singapore) and 
diffuse light, and the possible flexibility (mechanically and optical spectrally) opens up great 




In the following sections of this chapter, the general idea and working principles of DSCs 
will be covered. After that, the drawbacks with current DSCs will be discussed, which will 
then lead to the motivation and introduction of this work. 
 
1.2 Basic Concept and Working Principles of DSCs 
As mentioned in the previous section, DSCs are a promising challenger to the conventional 
photovoltaics. They can be classified as excitonic solar cells because charge carriers are 
generated and separated simultaneously across a heterointerface upon excitation.[11, 12] Thus 
the created excitons are dissociated before the free electron and holes can be collected [9].  
Fig. 1-1 shows the typical structure of an n-type DSC. Core of DSCs, the mesoporous 
electrodes, are typically composed of interpenetrating semiconductor nanoparticles arrays [13] 
or nanorods [14] and nanotubes [15]. The electrodes are mostly sustained by electrically 
conductive and transparent substrate such as fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) and indium tin 
oxide (ITO), providing an external contact and mechanical support for the electrode; and in 
order to improve interconnection among particles and adhesion to the substrate, nanoparticle 
electrodes are often sintered and heat treated, whereas nanorod and nanotube based electrodes 
can be grown directly and continuously on appropriate substrates [16, 17]. Given the unique 
nature of DSCs (photons harvested by sensitizers), semiconductors used for electrodes are 
generally wide bandgap metal oxides with proper band position, high charge carrier mobility 
and slow recombination rate. These factors greatly restrict the choice of suitable materials. The 
most commonly used materials are TiO2, ZnO and SnO2. Compared to these n-type 





Figure 1-1. Typical structure of dye-sensitized solar cells. SC here refers to semiconductor, redox is the 
redox mediator in the electrolyte (the red particle represents the reductive half of the redox couple and 
orange one corresponds to the oxidized part). 
 
On to the mesoporous film ideally a monolayer of transition metal complex [20, 21] or 
organic sensitizer [22, 23] molecules or quantum dot [24, 25] sensitizers are chemically 
adsorbed. To date, several thousands of sensitizers have been tested in DSCs, with the ultimate 
goal of panchromatic absorption, large extinction coefficient and minimized thermodynamics 
loss [10, 26]. Specifically, perovskite materials have recently attracted great attention, and 9% 
to 15% PCE have been achieved [27-31], while the exact working principles are still under 
investigation [32-34]. 
Into the mesoporous holes of the film, liquid electrolytes with either volatile or non-volatile 
solvent, containing a dissolved redox mediator are filled. The traditional redox shuttle is Iି/Iଷି , 
whereas recently alternative redox mediators such as ferrocene derivatives [35, 36] and cobalt 




mechanism showed considerably high conversion efficiency, revealing their great potential in 
future. Flammable solvent can be omitted, using only room-temperature ionic liquid (RTIL) as 
supporting electrolyte, which is safer and shows outstanding long-term stability [42, 43]. One 
interesting point to mention here is development of aqueous electrolyte based DSCs, which 
may further reduce the cost and is environmentally benign [44, 45].  
In order to form a complete circuit for current flowing, a counter electrode with appropriate 
catalyst must be constructed to reduce/oxidize the redox species oxidized/reduced at the 
semiconductor (or dye)/electrolyte interface, such as the most popular platinum, conductive 
polymer [46], various carbon materials [47] and other novel-metal free materials [48].  
Fig. 1-2 depicts the major charge transport and transfer routes in a typical n-type DSC, from 
which the working principle of DSCs can be elaborated. Under illumination, sensitizers are 
excited by photons with certain energy [excitation, route (1)] and become oxidized after 
injecting electrons into the vacant electronic states (conduction band states) of semiconductor 
film [electron injection, route (2)], which usually occurs on a sub-picosecond timescale [49]. 
Whereas it must be admitted that relaxation of excited dye molecules [route (a)] could happen 
as well, although it’s on a much longer timescale (ca. 20 ns) [50]. After a series of intermediate 
reactions, the oxidized dye molecule (Dା) is then reduced by Iି in the electrolyte and forms 
Iଷି  [dye regeneration, route (3)]. The coupled back reaction for dye regeneration is the 
electron-dye recombination [EDR, route (b)], which is usually believed to be slow compared to 
dye regeneration. However, according recent work [51], EDR can be competitive to 
regeneration under relative high forward biases where the electron concentration is high, 
resulting into inefficient dye regeneration thus degraded PCE. This will be discussed in details 
in Chapter 6.  
The injected electrons can diffuse toward the semiconductor/substrate interface [electron 
transport, route (4)]. Generally it is believed that there is no noticeable macroscopic electric 
field due to the high static dielectric constant of the TiO2 (or other wide bandgap 




means the electron transport can only occurs by diffusion driven by entropy and concentration 
gradient. The details of electron transport will be covered in Section 2.3. Note here that the 
hole transport in the liquid electrolyte phase is usually ignored due to much higher free carrier 
concentration compared to that of electrons. If electrons do not recombine with oxidized 
species in the electrolyte [electron electrolyte recombination, EER, route (c)], here Iଷି , during 
diffusion, they can then be collected by the electric contact. 
 
Figure 1-2. Major charge transfer and transport routes and relative energy diagrams of an typical and 
operating n-type DSC. Black arrows refer to forward reactions while red arrows correspond to the 
unwanted back-reactions. Objects are as illustrated in Fig. 1-1. 
 
Through an external circuit, electrons migrate to the counter electrode and reduce Iଷି  into 
Iି [electrolyte reduction, route (5)], resulting in a net photocurrent in the external circuit. Iି 
produced at counter electrode then diffuses to the photoanode, and at the same time Iଷି  
produced at photoanode/electrolyte interface diffuses to the counter electrode [mass transport, 




electrolyte can be replaced by hole transporting materials (HTM) to eliminate the problems of 
electrolyte leakage and corrosion and obtain superior stability, forming solid-state DSCs 
(ss-DSCs) where holes are transported to the counter electrode through HTM. With the usage 
of HTM, macroscopic electric field and hole transport resistance may be non-negligible.  
So in all, the electric circuit is completed and photo energy is converted into to electric 
energy without any permanent chemical transformation, constructing a regenerative-type solar 
cell [7]. With the working principle of DSCs in mind, the major drawbacks of DSCs will be 
addressed in the next section. 
 
1.3 Improving the Performance and Stability of DSCs 
The PCE of DSCs has increased from ca. 7% [8] to more than 12% [9] in the past two 
decades. However, this 12% PCE of small-size laboratory devices is far from satisfactory 
compared with traditional p-n junction (Si, CdTe, GaAs, CuInSe2) large-area solar panels with 
15% average PCE. Moreover, it might be feasible to apply 10% PCE DSCs for large-scale 
production and application, but the innate stability problems of DSC, especially for 
liquid-electrolyte based devices as the PCE record keeper, would probably cancel out the 
major advantage of DSC: high watt/price ratio and short payback time. 
Fortunately, thanks to the wide range of materials available for each functioning part, the 
opportunities in optimization of DSCs are essentially unlimited. That’s why more and more 
scientists are focusing on improving DSC’s efficiency and stability at the same time, such as 
DSCs with solvent-free ionic liquids (IL) electrolytes, polymer electrolytes, and ss-DSCs [42, 
43, 53-57]. Specifically, DSCs with IL electrolytes [43] and polymer-gel electrolyte [58] have 
achieved over 9% and 8.7% PCE, respectively, and good stability under 1000-hour light 
soaking and thermal stress tests. Although encouraging, the PCE of such devices still lags 
behind that of champion cells. In order to develop stable devices with higher PCE more 




principles and quantitatively simulating the charge transfer/transport processes are definitely 
essential and valuable. Although most of processes in DSCs are believed to be well understood, 
given the complexity of DSC and multiple mesoscopic scale interfacial reactions, it seems to 
be quite difficult to build up a quantitative model covering all the physical chemistry aspects, 
even after two decades of extensive study.  
To simplify the problem, one needs to first identify the origin of energy and quantum 
efficiency loss in such systems and then reduce it. To do so, correct models and appropriate 
characterization methods focusing on a particular issue of the system, must be available. 
Basically, my work is based on this idea and intends to offer more insightful information for 
stable DSCs, which could be helpful to further optimize device performance. Meanwhile, 
investigation of evolution of DSCs with time is as important as the first point, which will be 
covered in Chapter 1.  
In the following chapter, the detailed models for energy/charge transport and transfer in 
DSCs are described. With the understanding of the models, experimental methods used in this 
work are introduced in Chapter 3. After that, investigation of the evolution of charge 
collection/separation efficiencies in DSCs upon aging is shown, trying to relate kinetic 
processes to device’s performance during the aging process (Chapter 4). In Chapter 5, based 
on a specially designed asymmetric “transistor-like” device together with regular solid-state 
DSCs (ss-DSCs), electron transport and hole transport in ss-DSCs using spiro-OMeTAD as 
HTM are studied with IS, which provides important insight to the improvement of charge 
collection in ss-DSCs. This methodology is expected to find use in other ss-DSCs. Following 
that (Chapter 6), dependence of dye regeneration kinetics on electron concentration in the TiO2 
film in a stable DSC system were carefully investigated, with incident photon to current 
efficiency (IPCE), IS and transient absorption (TA) techniques. The result suggests the PCE of 
such stable DSCs can be increased significantly by enhancing dye regeneration. Based on the 
analysis, a better protocol to study the dye regeneration is summarized, which is believed to be 
important as some of the key points in determining dye regeneration efficiencies are ignored 




on photocurrent of DSCs employing robust electrolytes is examined mainly with the IS and 
differential IPCE. 
Lastly, it must be noted here as the focus of my work is the charge separation and collection 
in mesoscopic systems. Little effort has been done to actually optimize the PCE of the devices, 
and this may be addressed in the future, which is included in the conclusion and outlook 





Chapter 2. Models for Charge Transport and 
Transfer in DSCs 
 
2.1 j-V Characteristic, the Origin of Photovoltage and Photocurrent 
j-V characteristic is the most important feature of any solar cells, as it practically tells how 
efficient the cells are. In most cases, j-V is measured under Air Mass 1.5 irradiance (AM1.5 G, 
corresponding to an elevation angle of 41.81o, which is used as standard terrestrial solar 
spectrum corresponding to 1000 W m-2 integrated irradiance) provided by a simulator. From 
the measurement, PCE of the cell can be calculated: 
PCE ൌ ୭ܸୡ ୱ݆ୡܨܨ
୧ܲ୬
 (2.1)
where ୭ܸୡ is the open-circuit photovoltage, ୱ݆ୡ is the short-circuit photoncurrent density, FF 
is the fill factor, and ୧ܲ୬ is the incidental power density normalized to the cell area. FF 
indicates the position of the maximum power point (MPP), as shown in Figure 2-1, and it is 
affected by many factors such as EER, EDR, series resistance and ୱ݆ୡ, etc.  
 
Figure 2-1. A typical j-V curve of a DSC, with ୭ܸୡ, ୱ݆ୡ and MPP highlighted. The dotted line 




In order to measure j-V accurately, several points need to be noted here: a) a proper mask 
should be used to prevent light piping and scattering; b) the scan should be slow enough to 
ensure what measured is close to a steady-state situation; c) the cell should be pre-illuminated 
for a while, waiting for the temperature of cell to be stabilized, or using temperature control 
system if equipment allows; d) examining the spectrum match between the solar simulator and 
AM 1.5 irradiance on a regular basis, as the distortion of simulated spectrum could result in 
significant error in the estimation of ୱ݆ୡ thus PCE. 
 
2.1.1 Origin of Photovoltage 
Fig. 2-2 illustrates the relative energy diagram and the important charge transfer processes 
in DSCs under open-circuit.  
 
Figure 2-2. Relative energy diagram for DSCs under open-circuit and illumination. Arrows are the 
main charge transfer processes, with the description identical to that of Fig. 1-2. 
 
Under steady-state illumination and open-circuit conditions, ୭ܸୡ is determined by the quasi 




ݍ ୭ܸୡ ൌ ܧ୊,௡ െ ܧ୊,୰ୣୢ୭୶ (2.2)
ܧ୊,௡ ൌ ܧ௖ ൅ ݇஻݈ܶ݊ ݊௖௖ܰ (2.2)




ሾIଷି ሿ  (2.3)
Here ݍ is the elementary charge, ݇஻ is the Boltzmann constant, ܶ is the temperature, ݊௖ is 
the free electron concentration in the TiO2, ௖ܰ is the total density of states in the TiO2 
conduction band, ܧ௖ is the conduction band edge energy, and ܧ௥௘ௗ௢௫଴  is the standard Fermi 
level of Iି/Iଷି  redox couple.  
Generally, the concentrations of Iି and Iଷି  in electrolyte are much higher than that of the 
free electron density ݊௖ in TiO2 under typical illumination intensity. As a result, the change in 
ሾIିሿ/	ሾIଷି ሿ induced by illumination (or bias) thus in ܧ୊,୰ୣୢ୭୶ is relatively small (no more than 
a few mV). This means that ܧ୊,୰ୣୢ୭୶ is practically fixed and hence ୭ܸୡ is mainly determined 
by the variation of ܧ୊,௡ resulting from the change of ݊௖. The value of ݊௖ can be determined 
from the continuity equation and will be discussed in more details later in this chapter. 
  
2.1.2 IPCE, Light Harvesting and Electron Injection 
The basic principle of any photovoltaics is “light in, electric out”, which intuitively implies 
the generation of photocurrent. Photocurrent is generally normalized to the active area 
producing current density j for convenient comparison among different cells. The incident 
photon to current efficiency (IPCE) over a range of wavelength of the incident photons is 
frequently measured to investigate the current response of a cell, and it is defined as 
ܫܲܥܧ ൌ ݆/ݍܫ଴ (2.4)
where ܫ଴  is the photon flux incident on the cell. As it is not practical to calibrate ܫ଴ 
consisting of photons with different energies, IPCE is usually measured with a monochromatic 
light to examine the spectral response of the system. Based on the definition and the charge 




ܫܲܥܧሺߣሻ ൌ ߟ୪୦ሺߣሻߟ୧୬୨ሺߣሻߟ୰୥ሺߣሻߟୡ୭୪ሺߣሻ (2.5) 
where ߣ is the wavelength of incident photons, ߟ୪୦ሺߣሻ is the light harvesting efficiency, 
ߟ୧୬୨ሺߣሻ is the electron injection efficiency, ߟ୰୥ሺߣሻ is the dye regeneration efficiency and 
ߟୡ୭୪ሺߣሻ is the charge collection efficiency. The experimental details of IPCE will be covered 
in the next chapter. With ܫܲܥܧሺߣሻ at various wavelengths measured and the photon flux at 
each wavelength known, current density of the cell can be predicted by:  
݆ ൌ ݍන ܫ଴ሺߣሻ
ఒಾ
ఒ೘
ܫܲܥܧሺߣሻ ݀ߣ (2.6) 
where ߣ௠ and ߣெ are the low and high absorption threshold of the sensitizer, respectively. 
Note that in this equation it is assumed that all the four terms in Eq. 2.5 are independent of ܫ଴, 
which is however not always true for ߟ୰୥ሺߣሻ and ߟୡ୭୪ሺߣሻ. A detailed discussion will be given 
in the following chapters. 
The first term in Eq. 2.5, light harvesting efficiency ߟ୪୦ሺߣሻ with light incident from the 
substrate side, according to the Beer-Lambert law, can be expressed as [59]: 
ߟ୪୦ሺߣሻ ൌ ௦ܶ௨௕
ሺߣሻߙ஽ሺߣሻሺ1 െ expሾെሺߙ஽ሺߣሻ ൅ ݌ߙாሺߣሻሻ݀ሿሻ
ߙ஽ሺߣሻ ൅ ݌ߙாሺߣሻ  (2.7) 
where ௦ܶ௨௕ሺߣሻ is the transmission of the FTO substrate, ߙ஽ሺߣሻ is the effective absorption 
coefficient of dyes chemically absorbed on the mesoporous TiO2 film immersed in electrolyte, 
݌ is the porosity of the mesoporous film, ߙாሺߣሻ is the effective absorption coefficient of 
electrolytes and ݀ is the film thickness. Note that at a wavelength where the electrolyte does 
not absorb, the determination of ߟ୪୦ሺߣሻ will be greatly simplified. 
After the absorption of photons, the sensitizer become excited and electrons can be injected 
in the vacant electronic states in the TiO2 conduction band. Meanwhile, the excited sensitizer 
may relax to its ground state without injection. According to earlier studies on electron 
injection in redox-inactive inert electrolytes, the injection occurs on sub-picosecond timescale, 




widely believed that electron injection is not a limiting factor in efficient DSCs, although the 
detailed mechanism of the process is still under debate. However, it must be mentioned that 
Koops et al. observed a halftime around 150 ps for the injection of N719 dye in a complete 
DSCs, with the exact value depending on the electrolyte composition. In such scenario, the 
relaxation is comparable to the injection and a ߟ୧୬୨ of 84% ± 5% was calculated, which is far 
below unity.[64] This phenomenon is also observed by several other studies. [65-67]  
Normally, injection kinetics was investigated with femtosecond transient absorption 
technique by measuring the absorption change at a certain wavelength which is related to the 
formation of Dା  and/or ݁ି. In order to determine ߟ୧୬୨, the rate constant for relaxation 
(݇௥௘௟௔௫) is usually determined from similar systems using high ܧୡ semiconductors instead of 
TiO2, such as ZrO2, where injection is not energetically favored. The resultant ߟ୧୬୨ turns out 
to be: 
ߟ୧୬୨ሺߣሻ ൌ ݇௜௡௝݇௜௡௝ ൅ ݇௥௘௟௔௫ (2.8)
It can also be determined from time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC), if injection 
occurs on a longer timescale (100 ps), by recording the emission difference at a certain 
wavelength between systems where either TiO2 or ZrO2 is used as substrate.[68]  
Using these techniques, dependence of electron injection kinetics on various factors (photon 
energy, solvent, pH, electrolyte additives, QFL in TiO2, bridging unit and distance between 
LUMO and TiO2 surface, etc.) have been investigated, There are a few important findings: 
First of all, from the energetic point of view, ݇௜௡௝ is very sensitive to the driving force 
(excited states energy of sensitizers – ܧୡ). The first term varies greatly from sensitizer to 
sensitizer, meanwhile ܧୡ  is significantly affected by additives like Hା , Liା  and 
4-tertbutyl-pyridine (tBP).[10, 64, 69] With this in mind, care must be taken when trying to 
estimate ߟ୧୬୨ of a new system based on the results of other systems. Secondly, in order to 
obtain high PCE, an optimized driving force ensuring perfect injection is necessary. Once this 




to broaden the absorption spectrum, rather than increasing the driving force blindly. This 
counterbalance is termed as “kinetic redundancy” by Durrant et al. [66, 70]. Thirdly, the 
observed ߟ୧୬୨ will be greatly reduced if aggregation of dyes occurs or some dyes are weakly 
bounded, which must be accounted properly.[71, 72] Lastly, ߟ୧୬୨ may be sensitive to the QFL 
in the TiO2, as opposite observations were found by in different systems [64, 67, 73], this will 
be further discussed in Chapter 6. 
 
2.2 Dye regeneration 
As mentioned previously, DSCs can be considered as excitonic solar cells. For a complete 
charge separation process, a “hole injection” procedure coupled with the electron injection is 
naturally expected. This “hole injection” process in DSCs is termed as dye regeneration (refer 
to Fig. 2-2), as the oxidized dye molecules are reduced and return to the original ground state. 
If an oxidized dye molecule recombines with an electron in the TiO2 (EDR, refer to Fig. 2-2) 
rather than be regenerated by the reductive species in electrolyte, the charge separation in 
principle fails. One of the most successful redox couples in DSCs is Iଷି /Iି, which is thought 
to regenerate the ruthenium bipyridyl dyes by these three steps [74-78]: 
Dା ൅ Iି ⟶ ሺDା ⋅⋅⋅ Iିሻ (2.9) 
ሺDା ⋅⋅⋅ Iିሻ ൅ Iି ⟶ D ൅ Iଶି • (2.10) 
2Iଶି • ⟶ Iି ൅ Iଷି  (2.11) 
First, Dା reacts with Iି forming the complex (Dା···Iି), then with the approach of a second 
Iି ion charge transfer is completed and the complex dissociates, yielding D and Iଶି •. Iଶି • 
radicals subsequently disproportionate to produce Iଷି  and Iି. Step 2.10 is rate limiting and 
the overall reaction is thus first order in [Iି]. In contrast, recent work shows that regeneration 
of some organic dyes is second order in [Iି], pointing to step 2.11 being rate limiting [79]. It 




apply to other redox mediators such cobalt complexes, ferrocene derivatives and HTM.[36, 41, 
80, 81] 
Based on the reaction mechanisms and the continuity equations of free electrons and 
oxidized dye molecules, ߟ୰୥, which is independent of ߣ, can be derived [51]: 
ߟ୰୥ ൌ
݇୰୥ሾIିሿ





where ݇୰୥ and ݇ୣୢ୰ are the rate constants for dye regeneration by Iି and EDR respectively, 
݇୭ୠୱ is the observed pseudo first-order rate constant for the decay of Dା (regneration plus 
EDR), ݊୲୭୲ is the total electron concentration in the TiO2 and ߯ is the EDR reaction order in 
݊୲୭୲. Dye regeneration was generally considered to be efficient in the past, probably due to 
evidences from several early studies [52, 82-85]. This is also supported by the fact that 
electron diffusion coefficient in TiO2 is quite small [86] and electron concentration is much 
lower under typical injection levels compared to ሾIିሿ. This conclusion may be applicable to 
particular systems, but it is not universal given the diversity in sensitizers and redox mediator 
exploded in recent years. In an ideal case, a minimized driving force ensuring high 
regeneration yield is required to avoid “kinetic redundancy”, as the regeneration kinetics, 
similar to electron injection, is very sensitive to the driving force. In order to find the ideal 
driving force, dye regeneration kinetics has been carefully investigated by many researchers. 
Take the traditional Iି	/Iଷି  redox mediators for example, a driving force as high as 0.5 to 0.6 
eV [10, 75] is usually required for efficient regeneration of Ru-complex, which dissipates as 
heat and causes great energy loss. This is the major incentive for developing new redox 
mediators involves only one electron transfer in regeneration, such as cobalt complexes [37, 
87], sulfide complexes [88-90] and ferrocene derivatives [35]. 
With the investigation into numerous combinations of different dyes and redox couples, it 
was found that ߟ୰୥ decreased as the driving force is less than 0.4 eV and 0.2~0.25 eV for 
cobalt complexes and ferrocene derivatives, respectively [40, 91]. Two interesting 




Co-complexes was shown to fall in the inverted region of Marcus theory when driving force is 
larger than 0.6 eV [40], where charge transfer rate constant decreases with the increase of 








where ܪ஺஻ଶ  is the electronic coupling between the initial and final states, ߣ௥  is the 
reorganization energy and ∆ܩ଴ is the reaction free energy. On the other hand, Daeneke et al. 
found that ݇୰୥ of ferrocene derivatives follows the behavior expected for the Marcus normal 
region when ∆ܩ଴ ൏ 0.3	eV , and become diffusion limited for ∆ܩ଴  all the way up to 
∆ܩ଴ ൌ 1.05	eV [91]. The diffusion limited regeneration rate constant ݇ୈ can be estimated by 
[92]: 
݇ୈ ൌ 2πܦ௥௘ௗሺݎௗ௬௘ ൅ ݎ௥௘ௗ௢௫ሻ (2.14) 
where ܦ௥௘ௗ is the diffusion coefficient of the reductive species in the electrolyte, ݎௗ௬௘ and 
ݎ௥௘ௗ௢௫ is the radius of the dye molecule and the reductive species, respectively.  
While dye regeneration kinetics have been well investigated in previous studies, most of the 
studies were not performed in full cells under working conditions, which may lead to irrelevant 
results. Also, the defect in the determination of EDR rate constant has not been addressed 
properly, which will be covered in Chapter 6. 
 
2.3 Electron Transport and Recombination 
In order to generate a photocurrent, the separated charges, i.e., electrons in TiO2 and holes in 
the electrolyte, must transport to corresponding selective electrodes and become collected. It is 
generally believed that there is no significant macroscopic electric field in the mesoporous film 
and charge transport occurs mainly by diffusion [82, 93-95]. One major evidence comes from 




between the surface and the center of a spherical semiconductor particle (∆ߔ଴) can be 
estimated: 
∆ߔ଴ ൌ ݇஻ܶݎ଴6݁ଶඥ߳଴߳௥/2 ஽ܰ
 (2.15)
where ݎ଴ is the particle radius, ߳଴ is the vacuum permittivity, ߳௥ is the dielectric constant of 
TiO2 and ஽ܰ is the doping density. The resultant ∆ߔ଴ for a typical TiO2 particle is smaller 
than 23 mV (߳௥ ൌ 100, ݎ଴ ൌ 10	݊݉, ௅ܰ ൏ 10ଵଽ	ܿ݉ିଷ), which is less than the thermal 
potential at room temperature (~26 mV) [97]. Another basis for the diffusion oriented charge 
transport is the high concentration of counter ions in the electrolyte (c.a. 0.1~1 M, much larger 
than ݊ୡ and the total electron concentration ݊୲୭୲, as will be discussed later.) only nanometers 
away from the electrons (൏ dybye length of electrons), which effectively screen the negative 
charge in the TiO2. With such short distances, it is reasonable to expect the interaction between 
them during diffusion, which is known as ambipolar diffusion and the ambipolar diffusion 
coefficient of electrons is: 
ܦୟ୫ୠ ൌ ݊ ൅ ݌൫݊/ܦ௣൯ ൅ ሺ݌/ܦ௡ሻ  
(2.16)
where ܦୟ୫ୠ  is the ambipolar diffusion coefficient, ݊  and ݌  are the concentration of 
electrons and counter ions, ܦ௡ and ܦ௣ are the corresponding diffusion coefficients [98-100]. 
In DSCs under typical conditions, ݌ (∼3 × 1020 cm-3) is much higher than ݊ (∼1018 cm-3) 
and thus ܦୟ୫ୠ should not be significant affected by cation mobility (suppose the difference 
between ܦ௡ and ܦ௣ is not overwhelming).[10] However, significant influence on ܦ௡ from 
cations in the electrolyte was observed with electrolyte containing specific cations such as Liା 
[101], while some other anions showed minor influence [102]. 
In the following parts of this section, the basic diffusion model without traps will be firstly 
introduced. With the basic model in mind, the multiple trapping model and quasi-static 





2.3.1 Diffusion Model, trap free case 
As discussed previously, electron transport occurs by diffusion. Based on the Fick’s law, the 
current density towards the substrate follows: 
݆ሺݔ, ݐሻ ൌ െݍܦ଴ ݀݊௖ሺݔ, ݐሻ݀ݔ  
(2.17) 
where ݔ is the distance from the substrate, ݊௖ሺݔ, ݐሻ is the free electron density and ܦ଴ is the 
diffusion coefficient of free electrons. During the diffusion process, some electrons may 
recombine with the oxidized species in the electrolyte, namely EER as mentioned previously. 
If it is assumed that the EER reaction order in ݊௖ሺݔ, ݐሻ is 1, and the ሾIଷି ሿ is a constant as it is 
much larger than ݊௖ሺݔ, ݐሻ, the rate of EER reaction becomes: 




where ݇௘௘௥ is the EER rate constant and ݇௘௘௥ᇱ ൌ ݇௘௘௥ሾIଷି ሿ is the pseudo first-order EER rate 
constant in ݊௖ሺݔ, ݐሻ and ߬଴  is the pseudo first-order free electron lifetime. The general 
continuity equation for free electrons can then be written as: 
߲݊௖ሺݔ, ݐሻ






In Eq. 2.19, ܩሺݔ, ݐሻ is the electron generation rate: 
ܩሺݔ, ݐሻ ൌ ܫ଴ߟ୪୦ߟ୧୬୨ߟ௥௚ߙ஽expሺെߙ஽ݔሻ (2.20) 
Here ܫ଴ is the photon flux entering the TiO2 film. Eq. 2.19 can be solved under steady state, 
with two coupled boundary conditions: 
݀݊௖ሺݔሻ
݀ݔ ฬ௫ୀௗ ൌ 0 
(2.21) 
ܦ଴ ݀݊௖ሺݔሻ݀ݔ ฬ௫ୀ଴ ൌ ݇௘௫௧ሾ݊௖ሺݔሻ௫ୀ଴ െ ݊௘௤௠ሿ 
(2.22) 
Here ݊௘௤௠ is the equilibrium free electron concentration in the dark. Eq. 2.21 is known as 




electrolytes, there is no net electron flux into or out of the cell. Eq. 2.22 describes the 
extraction rate of electrons at the TiO2/FTO interface and ݇௘௫௧ is the extraction rate constant. 
When ݇௘௫௧ is set to zero, no electrons can cross the interface and thus the cell is under 
open-circuit conditions. When ݇௘௫௧ is set to a very large number (no larger than the thermal 
velocity of electrons, ca. 107 cm s-1 at 298 K), the cell is under short-circuit conditions. 
Detailed solutions of the steady-state differential equation can be found in Reference [103]. 
One important parameter, free electron diffusion length ܮ௙, can be defined as: 
ܮ௙ ൌ ඥܦ଴߬଴ (2.23)
It can be considered as the average distance an electron can travel before recombined, and it 
describes the characteristic dimension of the transport-recombination problem. In order to 
ensure adequate ߟୡ୭୪, ܮ௙  should be larger than the film thickness d. When ܮ௙ ≫ ݀, all 
electrons generated across the film can survive long enough to reach the substrate and become 
collected. If the cell is biased to open-circuit, a uniform electron profile will be expected under 
this condition, which greatly simplifies the solution to the continuity equation. When ܮ௙  
decreases, supposing the optical depth ߙ஽݀ is not huge, electrons generated far from the 
substrate may not be collected thus the overall ߟୡ୭୪ is degraded. A thorough investigation on 
diffusion length ܮ௙ can be found in Reference [104]. 
 
2.3.2 Multiple Trapping Model 
In the mesoporous electrode with nanostructures, the existence of approximately 
exponentially distributed localized states in the bandgap was widely observed with various 
techniques, such as impedance spectroscopy (IS) [105-107], cyclic voltammetry (CV) [108, 
109] and charge extraction [110-112]: 
݃௅ሺܧ௅ሻ ൌ ௅ܰ݇஻ ଴ܶ ݁ݔ݌ሾሺܧ௅ െ ܧ௖ሻ/݇஻ ଴ܶሿ 
(2.24)




characteristic temperature related to the depth of the distribution. As an extension of the 
diffusion-recombination model, the multiple trapping model was introduced to explain why the 
electron diffusion coefficient measured by photocurrent relaxation and other techniques 
increases with the illumination level [103, 113, 114]. Under such scenario, free electrons may 
be captured by the traps in the bandgap during diffusion and become immobilized. They may 
also be thermally excited and released to the conduction band after some time and become free 
again. This trapping and de-trapping processes could occur several times and is thus termed as 
“multiple trapping”. As the free electrons can be captured by the traps and reside there for 
some time, the electron diffusion coefficient and lifetime determined from transient techniques 
will be affected, as will be seen soon.  










Here ݊௅ሺݔ, ݐሻ is the trapped electron density. Apparently, under steady-state conditions, 
characteristics of the system are not affected by trapping and detrapping. However, when the 
system is perturbed away from steady state, the interpretation of Eq. 2.25 is complicated. To 
simplify the problem, Bisquert and Vikhrenko assumed that the exchange of free and trapped 
electrons is much faster than the frequency/times of interest (such as transport and 
recombination of free electrons). So the free and trapped electrons maintain a common 

















where ܦ௡ is the effective diffusion coefficient (also known as chemical diffusion coefficient) 




ܦ௡ ൌ ܦ଴ሾ1 ൅ ߲݊௅
ሺݔ, ݐሻ
߲݊௖ሺݔ, ݐሻሿ
ିଵ ൎ ܦ଴ ߲݊௖ሺݔ, ݐሻ߲݊௅ሺݔ, ݐሻ 
(2.28)
߬௡ ൌ ߬଴ሾ1 ൅ ߲݊௅
ሺݔ, ݐሻ




Note that Eq. 2.27 is the continuity equation for the free electrons in the dark with trapping and 
detrapping considered, and the transport and recombination are characterized by ܦ௡ and ߬௡ 
rather than ܦ଴  and ߬଴ . Under the architecture of quasi-static approximation, parameters 
obtained from small amplitude kinetic techniques (where ߲݊௅ሺݔ, ݐሻ/߲݊௖ሺݔ, ݐሻ is fixed) can be 
interpreted with Fick’s Law and simple first order recombination kinetics using ܦ௡ and ߬௡. 
With the exponentially distributed DOSs of conduction band and trap states, these two 
parameters can be further expressed as: 




߬௡ ൌ ߬଴ ߚ ௅ܰ
௖ܰ
ఉ ݊௖ఉିଵ (2.31)
where ߚ ൌ ܶ/ ଴ܶ. More general derivation of Eq. 2.30 and 2.31 can be found in Reference 
[115] and [116]. Interestingly the resultant effective electron diffusion length ܮ௡ ൌ ඥܦ௡߬௡ ൌ
ඥܦ଴߬଴ ൌ ܮ௙, is identical to that without traps.  
 
2.4 Mass transport. 
Transport of redox mediators (mass transport in electrolyte) in DSCs occurs by diffusion, as 
stated in Section 2.3, which is considered to be fast in the volatile and low-viscous electrolytes. 
However, in viscous electrolyte such as RTIL mass transport could be a limiting factor for the 
overall performance. In such viscous electrolyte using Iି/Iଷି  as redox couple, an alternative 
transport mechanism, known as Grotthuss mechanism may contribute significantly when the 




Iଷି ൅ Iି → Iି ∙∙∙ Iଶ ∙∙∙ Iି → Iି ൅ Iଷି  (2.32) 
Under this scenario, the Iି and Iଷି  are effectively displaced by a certain distance (three and 
one I-I bond length for Iି and Iଷି , respectively) within one bond exchange event, the rate of 
which can be described by an exchange diffusion coefficient: 
ܦ௘௫,௜ ൌ ߜ௜ଶ/6߬௜ (2.33) 
where δ୧ is the displacement, τ୧ is the average time between two consecutive exchange 
events and i refers to Iି or Iଷି . As both exchange diffusion and physical diffusion can be 
described by a random walk model, and if it is further assumed that both diffusion processes 
occur independently and simultaneously, the effective diffusion constant ܦ௜  follows the 
Dahms-Ruff equation [120, 121]: 
ܦ௜ ൌ ܦ௘௫,௜ ൅ ܦ௣௛௬௦,௜ (2.34) 
where ܦ௣௛௬௦,௜ is the physical diffusion coefficient of the ions. 
 
Chapter 3 
Chapter 3. Experiment Methods 
 
3.1 Fabrication of DSCs with liquid electrolyte. 
The fabrication of DSCs with liquid electrolyte mainly follows the protocol established in 
Chiba’s work.[122] The FTO (Pilkington TEC-8) substrates were cleaned by sonication in 5% 
Decon 90 solution, distilled water and isopropanol sequentially. Some DSCs are equipped with 
compact TiO2 blocking layers with ca. 100 nm thickness which were deposited on FTO by 
spray pyrolysis of a 0.2 M solution of titanium (IV) bis(acetoacetonato)diisopropanoxylate in 
ethanol, and spraying was carried out using a handheld aspirator at the frequency of 1 spray 
every 5 s for 2 min [123, 124]. Electrodes were then soaked in a 40 mM solution of TiCl4 in 
distilled water (prepared by dilution of a 2 M stock solution that was prepared at ca. 0 °C for 
30 min at 70 °C. Mesoporous TiO2 thin films were screen-printed onto the cleaned FTO with 
nanocrystalline TiO2 paste. The electrodes were then sequentially heat treated at 325 °C for 5 
min, 375 °C for 5 min, 450 °C for 15 min and 500 °C for 15 min. After cooling down, these 
electrodes were again soaked in a 40 mM solution of TiCl4 in distilled water for 30 min at 
70 °C. After rinsing with DI water and drying, electrodes were heated to ca. 500 °C for 30 min 
in a hot air stream. Once electrodes cooled to ca. 80 °C, they were immersed immediately into 
a 0.15 mM solution of cis-diisothiocyanato-(2,20-bipyridyl-4,40 -dicarboxylic acid)-(2,20- 
bipyridyl-4,40-dinonyl) ruthenium (II) (Z907, Dyesol) in 1:1 acetonitrile / tert-butanol and left 
overnight [122].  
FTO with small holes drilled into one corner for electrolyte injection were prepared for 
fabrication of counter electrodes, which were coated with a thin layer of Pt deposited by 
thermal decomposition of hexachloroplatinic acid. After rinsing in acetonitrile, the dye-stained 
TiO2 electrodes were sealed together with counter electrodes in a sandwich configuration using 
a hot-melt polymer (Surlyn, DuPont). The inter-electrode space was filled with corresponding 
electrolytes by vacuum backfilling. Holes were sealed using a small piece of hot-melt polymer 




3.2 Characterization Methods 
 
3.2.1 j-V characteristics 
Simulated AM 1.5 illumination was provided by a Newport class A solar simulator with a 
450 W xenon lamp. A NIST certified silicon reference solar cell and power meter were used 
for light intensity calibration. External bias to the cell was provided by a Keithley model 2400 
digital source meter, which was also responsible for measuring the photocurrent and 
transmitting the signal to PC. The PVIV software package (Newport) was used to control the 
scanning steps (c.a. 120~150 points, to obtain a smooth curve), time (ca. 100~120 s to ensure 
the cell is under steady state) and voltage range (ca. -0.1~0.85 V, varying with cells). A 
shallow mask was used to prevent light piping outside the active area. 
 
3.2.2 IPCE under different conditions. 
IPCE is a popular characterization technique to investigate the spectral response of DSCs. 
The equipment setup for IPCE measured of monochromatic weak probe light 10 nm spectral 
resolution at short-circuit (referred as normal IPCE) is shown in Fig. 3-1.  
 
Figure 3-1. Schematic illustration of the setup for normal IPCE measurement. Black arrows represent 
the data flow and blue arrow corresponds to command flow. 
 
A calibrated photo-diode (PD) with known quantum efficiency (QE) is used to measure the 




using normal IPCE. This is true for high efficiency DSCs as ୱ݆ୡ of these cells responses 
linearly with ܫ଴. However, it is not universally true as ߟ୧୬୨ሺߣሻ, ߟ୰୥ሺߣሻ and ߟୡ୭୪ሺߣሻ may 
depend on ܫ଴, which will be discussed in more details in later chapters.  Similar to normal 
IPCE, IPCE measurements are also conducted under 1 equivalent sun background illumination 
(λ ൌ 530	nm) at short circuit with a chopped weak probe light and lock-in amplifier (SR830, 
Stanford Research Systems) and it is referred as 1-Sun IPCE. During 1-Sun IPCE 
measurements a large background current flow through the cell, providing spectral information 
similar to that under working conditions (MPP under 1 Sun).  
  Alternatively, IPCE can be measured at a single ߣ but with different levels of probe light 
intensity (referred as mono IPCE), from which the dependence of ߟ୧୬୨ሺߣሻ, ߟ୰୥ሺߣሻ  and 
ߟୡ୭୪ሺߣሻ on ܫ଴ may be examined. ୱ݆ୡ of the cell and calibrated PD (FDS100, Thorlabs) are 
recorded with either a potentiostat/galvanostat (Autolab PGSTAT 302N/FRA2, Ecochemie) 
using the Nova software package or a Stanford SR570 current amplifier. Probe light is 
provided by a high-power red LED (λ ൌ 627	nm, Luxeon) and different ܫ଴ is achieved by 
adjusting neutral density filters mounted in an automated filter wheel system (Newport) and/or 
the current of the LED driver (DC2100, Thorlabs) using the Nova software. 
  IPCE is also measured by perturbing the background illumination in a small magnitude 
when the DSC is initially under open-circuit condition, and this is referred as OC IPCE. OC 
IPCE can be correlated to open-circuit impedance measurements, which will be covered in 
more details later. The change in cell current is recorded by the Autolab which also controls 
the electric bias on the cell and LED driver (DC2100, Thorlabs). The change in photon flux is 
calibrated using the same PD (FDS100, Thorlabs) used for mono IPCE. 
 
3.2.3 Impedance Spectroscopy. 
Although j-V is the most important characteristics of DSCs, limited information on the 
thermodynamics and kinetics governing the performance can be extracted from the 




is because only a few features are required to describe or reconstruct the j-V curves, and it can 
be equivalently described by different models. IS is a powerful technique to discriminate 
different processes in DSCs simultaneously (if the time constants of different processes are not 
close to each other). Briefly, during the measurement, a small-amplitude sinusoidal voltage is 
applied between the photoanode and counter electrode of the DSCs, resulting an AC current 
flow following Ohm’s Law: 
ܫሺ߱ሻ ൌ ܸሺ߱ሻZሺ߱ሻ (3.1) 
Here ߱ ൌ 2ߨ݂ is the angular frequency. Using Eq. 3.1 and the measured magnitude and 
phase of the current response, Zሺωሻ can be calculated and then fitted to extract the parameters 
contained in the model.  
Based on the continuity equations describing the electron transport and recombination in a 
porous film immersed in electrolyte (section 2.3), Bisquert et al. showed that for a small AC 
perturbation on a homogeneous electron concentration profile with a reflecting boundary 
condition, the impedance of the porous film follows:  
Zሺ߱ሻ ൌ ሺ ܴ௧ܴ௖௧1 ൅ ݅߱/߱௖௧ሻ
ଵ/ଶcothሾሺܴ௧/ܴ௖௧ሻଵ/ଶ1 ൅ ݅߱/߱௖௧ଵ/ଶሿ (3.2) 
where ܴ௧ is the electron transport resistance (assuming hole transport is fast), ܴ௖௧ is the 
charge transfer (recombination) resistance and ߱௖௧ is the angular frequency of the chrage 
transfer processes [125, 126]. Note that for a non-homogeneous senario a numerical soluation 
is needed [127]. Specifically in Eq. 3.2, for the charge transfer process: 
߱௖௧ ൌ ሺܴ௖௧ܥఓሻିଵ ൌ ߬௡ିଵ (3.3) 
where ܥఓ  is the chemical capacitance mainly determined by the trap states in the TiO2 
bandgap as dicussed in section 2.3 [116]. Similarly, for the electron transport process a 
transport angular frequency ߱ௗ and the coresponding transport time ߬ௗ are obtained: 










From Eqs. 3.3 and 3.5 the small perturbation electron diffusion length ܮ௡ becomes: 
ܮ௡ ൌ ඥܦ௡߬௡ ൌ ݀ሺܴ௖௧/ܴ௧ሻଵ/ଶ (3.6)
which is thus related to parameters extracted from IS. 
 
Figure 3-2. Equivalent circuit for the IS response of DSCs.[105, 125, 127] ܴ୊୘୓ is the series 
resistance of the substrate and CE, ܴୱ୳ୠ  and ܥୱ୳ୠ  stands for the interface impedance between 
substrate and TiO2, ݎ୲  is the distributed electron transport resistance, ݎ௛  is the distributed hole 
transport resistance, ܿஜ is the distributed chemical capacitance, ܼୈ is the mass transport impedance, 
and ܴେ୉  and ܥେ୉  are the charge transfer impedance and double layer capacitance at counter 
electrode/electrolyte interface. Note rh is included in this circuit for generality, but in Eq. 3.2 it is 
assumed to be zero. 
 
Another framework to describe the impedance response of the DSCs with uniform electron 
concentration profile is the transmission line model, which is mathematically equivalent to    
Eq. 3.2 based on Kirchhoff rules [125, 127, 129]. Fig. 3-2 shows the complete equivalent 
circuit for DSCs, note that as a general consideration the hole transport resistance is also 
included. The distributed parameters in the porous film are related to the macsroscopic 




ܴ௧ ൌ ݎ௧ ݀ܣ (3.7) 
ܴ௖௧ ൌ ݎ௖௧/ሺ݀ܣሻ (3.8) 
ܥఓ ൌ ܿఓ݀ܣ (3.9) 
Fig. 3-3 shows the experimental setup for IS used in the work. IS measurements were 
performed using a potentiostat equipped with a frequency response analyzer (Autolab 
PGSTAT 302N/FRA2, Ecochemie). Cells were biased to the open-circuit photovoltage 
induced by illumination from a high-power red LED (λ ൌ 627	nm, FWH 19.2 nm, Luxeon). 
Different ܫ଴  were achieved by the previously described automated filter wheel system 
(Newport) and/or the LED driver (DC2100, Thorlabs). The frequency range lies in 106 to 0.1 
Hz with 10 െ 15 mV RMS voltage perturbation amplitude. 
 
Figure 3-3. Schematic illustration of the setup for IS and differential IPCE measurements used in this 
work. Black arrows represent the data flow and blue arrows correspond to command flow. 
 
3.2.4 Transient Absorption Spectroscopy. 
Transient absorption (TA) technique is frequently used to investigate the dye regeneration 
kinetics in DSCs. In a typical TA measurement, transmission change following a short laser 
pulse excitation at specific wavelengths where the species of interest absorbs is recorded and 
then interpreted. Based on Beer-Lambert law and assuming that only the chemical species ݅ 




ܶሺߣ, ݐሻ ൌ ௦ܶ௨௕ሺߣሻ expሾെߙ௜ܥ௜ሺݐሻ݀ሿ (3.10)
where ݐ is time, ߙ௜ and ܥ௜ሺݐሻ are the absorption coefficient (cm-1 M-1) and concentration of 
the chemical species ݅, respectively. Thus the optical density change ∆ܱܦሺݐሻ is: 
∆ܱܦሺݐሻ ൌ െ log ቈ ܶሺߣ, ݐሻܶሺߣ, ݐ଴ሻ቉ ∝ ሾܥ௜ሺݐሻ െ ܥ௜ሺݐ ൌ 0ሻሿ (3.11)
From Eq. 3.11, it is obvious that the concentration change is related to the optical density 
change, and by fitting the ∆ܱܦሺݐሻ plot, reaction rate constant and characteristic time can be 
extracted. 
Fig. 3-4 shows the setup used in this work. Laser pulses was provided by a Nd:YAG 
Q-switched laser (Continuum Minilite II, 532 nm, 5 ns pulse width, 5 Hz repetition rate, 30 μj 
cm-2 per pulse unless otherwise stated, nominal beam diameter 9 mm after 3x beam expander). 
On one hand, for TA measurements spanning from 10-7 to 10-1 s, infrared LEDs with emission 
spectra centered at 850 nm and 970 nm (M850L2, M970L2, Thorlabs) were used as probe light. 
This is because of the superior stability of LEDs on millisecond and longer timescales. On the 
other hand, for transient absorption spectroscopy measurements (TAS, from 10-7 to 10-3 s), a 
300 W xenon lamp combined with a monochromator (Newport/Oriel) was used as probe light.  
 
Figure 3-4. Schematic illustration of the setup for TA measurement used in this work. Black arrows 




Laser pulses and probe light were combined using a dichroic mirror to produce a co-linear 
beam that was normally incident on the cell under test. A photodiode detector (Thorlabs 
FDS100, 10 ns rise time) was positioned behind the cell to record the intensity of the 
transmitted light. For TA measurements, either an 830 nm or a 980 nm bandpass filter (10 nm 
pass band) and a 532 nm notch filter were mounted in front of the photodiode to reject stray 
light. The photodiode was operated at 10 V reverse bias to improve response time and the 
photocurrent was measured using a current amplifier (FEMTO DHPCA-100, 80MHz 
bandwidth) and an oscilloscope (Tektronix DPO2022B, 200 MHz bandwidth) controlled by a 
computer using Labview. A photodiode with an integrated current amplifier (PDA36A, 
Thorlabs) was used as a trigger. The same 627 nm LED used for IS measurements was used to 
provide various levels of background light during the TA measurements. During 
measurements made at open-circuit, the transient photovoltage of the cells was monitored 
simultaneously on the other channel of the oscilloscope. Kinetic traces were averaged 728 
times and data was processed in Wolfram Mathematica 8. For measurements made at short 
circuit or the MPP, a Keithley SourceMeter was used to provide an electrical bias to the cell. In 
all these measurements the ୱ݆ୡ produced by the background light was about one third of the 1 
Sun ୱ݆ୡ. The monochromators, LED drivers (DC2100, Thorlabs) and oscilloscope were all 
controlled by Labview.  
 
3.2.5 Other Characterization Techniques. 
Uv-Vis measurement. Transmission spectra of different samples (solvent-filled bare/dye 
-sensitized TiO2 film, FTO substrates with/without compact TiO2 blocking layers, and 100-fold 
dilute electrolyte solutions, etc.) were measured by a Shimadzu SolidSpec-3700 UV-Vis-NIR 
spectrophotometer in direct transmission mode. 
Steady-state transmission. The steady-state transmission of cells at 980 nm under various 
background illumination intensities and external bias voltages was recorded with the same 




probe light was modulated at 10 kHz and the signal was detected using a lock-in amplifier 
(SR830, Stanford Research Systems). 
Thickness measurements. The thickness of the TiO2 electrodes is determined using a surface 




Chapter 4. Evolution of Charge Collection/Separation 
Efficiencies in Dye-sensitized Solar Cells upon Aging 
 
4.1 Introduction 
DSCs are a promising alternative to traditional silicon-based photovoltaics, and have 
achieved PCE up to 12% on laboratory test devices with small active area [87]. Although this 
high PCE is encouraging, the stability of the champion DSCs using volatile liquid electrolytes 
has always been a problem. This is due to the complicated and labile interfaces in the system, 
which may lead to alteration of the PCE upon prolonged operation thus reducing the watt/price 
ratio of DSCs. In order to address this issue, extensive studies have been performed and 
encouraging results have been achieved, such as the combination of amphiphilic sensitizers 
and electrolytes with judiciously tuned compositions using various additives [11, 130]. 
Extraordinary stability over 20,000 h at 55 °C at 0.8 AM 1.5 G illumination has also been 
reported [131].  
Although relatively stable DSCs with reasonable PCE have been achieved, ୭ܸୡ, ୱ݆ୡ and FF 
of the cell usually vary with time [132] and the demonstrations of all-parameter stable cells 
remain rare. All-parameter stable cells are particularly important for large modules, where 
small variation of ୭ܸୡ, ୱ݆ୡ and FF in an individual cell will cause a large variation in the 
output of the whole module. Moreover, in previous studies evolution of some important 
physical parameters, such as ܧୡ, was not investigated, while most attention is focused on 
searching of new materials (sensitizers, redox shuttles and semiconductor substrate etc.) to 
improve the stability. Thus the evolution of these parameters upon aging needs to be examined 
and correlated to the cell performance. 
Mechanistic understanding of the evolution of DSCs during prolonged testing is challenging 
due to the complexity of device, as introduced in section 1.2. Provided that most of the 




degradation of PCE and variation of ୭ܸୡ, ୱ݆ୡ and FF must stem from the instability of the 
TiO2/dye/electrolyte interface, where charge separation and recombination occur. In principle, 
the most critical factor dictating the stability of the interface is the energetics of individual 
components, which consequently impact on the kinetics. Upon prolonged operation, it is 
plausible that the relative energetic position of the components at the interface may vary.  
So in this work, we aim to go beyond simply recording the phenomenological j-V 
characteristics upon aging, and attempt to de-convolute the yield of individual processes 
during the complex aging process for a more insightful understanding. To accomplish this, 
combined electrical and optical techniques were employed in this work to systematically study 
the variation of energetic and kinetic parameters, such as ܧୡ, ߟୡ୭୪ and ߟୱୣ୮, etc. However, it 
must be admitted that no direct physical explanation can be provided based on the information 
presented in this work, which is mainly focused on the methodology of monitoring energetic 
and kinetic parameters of DSCs upon aging. Although possible speculations such as 
adsorption/desorption of specific chemical species (e.g. dye molecules Dା, Liା) may be 
proposed, without supporting measurements it is difficult to come to a firm conclusion. Briefly, 
two sets of DSCs with different electrolyte compositions were assessed upon the 700 hours’ 
aging in the dark at room temperature. It is expected that the results presented here would 
contribute towards unraveling the complex correlations between the photovoltaic 
characteristics and the kinetic and energetic properties of DSCs at the mesoscopic level during 
prolonged operation. 
 
4.2 Experiments  
Fabrication of DSCs. Device fabrication follows the protocol described section 3.1. Two 
electrolytes were used in this work: (1) 2 M LiI and 0.1 M Iଶ in 3-methoxypropionitrile 
(3-MPN) which unless otherwise stated is denoted as electrolyte ‘LI’; (2) 2 M lithium 
bis(trifluoromethane sulfone) imide (LiTFSI), 1 M propylmethylimidazolium iodide (PMII) 




Optical and photoelectrochemical characterization. j-V characteristics is measured as 
described in section 3.2.1 with a mask slightly smaller than the electrode area. Normal IPCE, 1 
sun IPCE, mono IPCE and OC IPCE (േ6% modulation of illumination) were measured as 
described in section 3.2.2. IS was performed following section 3.2.3 with Nova 1.5 and the 
frequency used was 105 to 10-1 Hz and the voltage perturbation amplitude was 10 mV. UV-Vis 
measurements were conducted as described in section 3.2.5. 
 
4.3 Results and Discussions 
4.3.1 j-V Characteristics. 
Fig. 4-1 shows the evolution of the photovoltaic characteristics of two cells upon aging, one 
containing the LI electrolyte and the other containing the TF electrolyte. Due to the presence 
of 2 M Liା in the electrolytes, ୭ܸୡ of both cells are relatively low as compared to normal 
high-efficiency cells [122, 133, 134], with that of the TF cell being even lower (~100 mV). As 
indicated in Fig. 4-1a, ୭ܸୡ rose gradually with an increment of 81 and 51 mV after 700 h for 
the TF and LI cells, respectively. Fig. 4-1b shows the evolution of ୱ݆ୡ, where a very low ୱ݆ୡ 
was observed for the TF cell compared with the LI cell. In contrast to the increase of ୭ܸୡ, a 
small drop of ୱ݆ୡ  was found for both cells upon aging. Due to the increase in ୭ܸୡ , a 
continuous rise of overall PCE, was found (Fig. 4-1c) for both LI and TF cells. However, it is 
noted that, due to the relatively low ୭ܸୡ and ୱ݆ୡ, their PCEs are significantly lower than that 
of normal cells (PCE >7.5% with the same dye, TiO2 electrodes and solvent, but a different 





Figure 4-1. Evolution of (a) open circuit photovoltage, ୭ܸୡ, and (b) short circuit photocurrent, ୱ݆ୡ, (c) 
power conversion efficiency, PCE, of DSCs employing two different electrolytes (TF and LI; 
Experimental Section) during prolonged room-temperature aging in the dark, legends of all three figures 
are the same. 
 
While less efficient, the rationale for using these electrolytes is that the rate of interfacial 
charge transfer appears to be first order in TiO2 free electron concentration. This permits the 
use of simple device models based on the electron continuity equation with a linear 
recombination term. It is also due to the observation that a high Liା concentration leads to a 
long ܮ௡ and therefore ensures almost perfect charge collection under all conditions, which 
greatly simplifies the interpretation of the IPCE and charge separation efficiency [51, 59, 69, 




down the dye regeneration process (the lower ሾIିሿ is expected to reduce the regeneration rate), 
so comparison of ߟ୰୥ can be made with the LI cell. Since it is not aimed to demonstrate high 
efficiency cells in this study, the low PCE of these model cells is not critical and does not 
significantly affect the conclusions drawn. In addition, the discussion in the following sections 
is based on one cell for each electrolyte, while multiple cells have been tested and gave similar 
results. 
 
4.3.2 Interpretation of Voc evolution.  
To understand the evolution of ୭ܸୡ and ୱ݆ୡ upon aging, IS measurements were conducted 
for fresh and aged cells. As detailed in the experimental section, all the impedance data were 
collected near open-circuit under various illumination intensities. An equivalent circuit (Fig. 
4-2) based on the transmission line model developed by de Levie[129] and specialized by 
Bisquert [125] for DSCs was employed to fit the data, from which the effective diffusion 
length of electrons ܮ௡ can be calculated using Eq. 3.6.  
Figure 4-2. Equivalent circuit used to fit IS spectra of the cells used in this chapter. ܴୱ is the device 
series resistance (FTO, cables, series resistance of electrolyte, etc.), ܴୱ୳ୠ is the substrate resistance, 
ܥୱ୳ୠ  is the substrate capacitance, ݎ୲  is the distributed electron transport resistance, ݍஜ  is the 
distributed constant phase element representing the distributed chemical capacitance ܿஜ, ܼୈ is the mass 
transport impedance, ܴେ୉ and ܥେ୉ are the charge transfer impedance and double layer capacitance at 
counter electrode/electrolyte interface. 
 




illumination (λ ൌ 627	nm) and near open-circuit conditions, the photo-generated electrons 
thus distribute homogeneously throughout the whole TiO2 film. Under such conditions, the 
transmission line model is valid as each type of distributed element in the equivalent circuit 
has a single, position-independent value. In order to fit IS more precisely, the approximate 
values of ܥୱ୳ୠ, ܼୈ, ܴେ୉ and ܥେ୉ (described in the figure captions) are determined from 
dummy cells which are similar to complete DSCs but without the dyed TiO2 layer. These 
values are used as the initial guesses for the corresponding parameters. Capacitors in the model 
were all replaced by constant phase elements (CPE) and the CPE exponent values were found 
to vary from 0.85 to 1. In some cases ܮ௡ was found to be close to d, and the transmission line 
degenerates into a Gerischer impedance, which means values of ܴୡ୲  and ܴ୲  cannot be 
determined individually. But even in the Gerischer-like IS, best fits with seemingly unique 
values of ܴୡ୲ and ܴ୲ could still be obtained when ܮ௡ ൐ ݀/2, with errors in ܴୡ୲, ܴ୲ and ܥஜ 
all being less than 10%. The fitting was conducted using a non-linear least squares algorithm 
(ZView 3.1c, Scribner Associates). 
Fig. 4-3a and 4-3b are the evolution of ܥஜ and ܴ୲ as functions of ୭ܸୡ during aging. Based 
on these two plots, it is reasonable to suggest that the increase in ୭ܸୡ of both cells was partly 
due to a negative, or upward, shift of ܧୡ relative to ܧ୊,୰ୣୢ୭୶, which is practically fixed by the 
electrolyte composition as discussed in section 2.1.1. Considering the following two equations 
[105]: 








where ଴ܶ  is a characteristic temperature (same to that in Eq. 2.24), ܴ୲,଴  and ܥஜ,଴  are 
pre-exponential factors. In Fig. 4-3a the logܥஜ- ୭ܸୡ plot after various aging times are nearly 
parallel for each cell. This implies a constant ଴ܶ can be considered as a constant throughout 
the aging process. Given that ܧ୊,୰ୣୢ୭୶ should also remain approximately constant upon aging, 




along the voltage axis based on these two equations. 
 
Figure 4-3. Evolution of parameters obtained from IS measurements for LI and TF cells. (a) chemical 
capacitance ܥஜ; (b) electron transport resistance ܴ୲ as function of ୭ܸୡ; (c) conduction band edge ܧୡ 
shift deduced from ܴ୲,଴ and ܥஜ,଴; (d) recombination resistance ܴୡ୲ as a function of ୭ܸୡ corrected for 
ܧୡ shift. Legends of Fig. 3a, 3b and 3d are identical. 
 
Fig. 4-3c shows the variation of ܧୡ (∆ܧୡ) obtained from these two plots, and clearly ∆ܧୡ 
deduced from the two plots agrees very well, thus apparently validating the speculation of ܧୡ 
shifting with aging. Interestingly, the upward shifts of ܧୡ are 102 and 58 mV for TF and LI, 
respectively, which were larger than the corresponding increments in ୭ܸୡ of 81 and 51 mV. 
With fixed ܧ୊,୰ୣୢ୭୶, ୭ܸୡ of the cell is in theory determined by ܧୡ and the free electron 




kinetics. Considering the constant and almost identical generation rates of both cells, implied 
by similar absorption spectra during aging (not included here), changes in recombination 
kinetics with aging appear to be responsible for the discrepancy between ୭ܸୡ and ܧୡ shifts 
found here. Fig. 4-3d shows ܴୡ୲- ୭ܸୡ,ୡ୭୰୰ plots, where ୭ܸୡ,ୡ୭୰୰ ൌ ୭ܸୡ െ ∆ܧୡ. This eliminates 
the influence of various ܧୡ on recombination rate by decreasing concentration of electrons in 
the TiO2 conduction band under the same Voc. From the figure, there was an explicit trend of 
decreasing recombination resistance at any given ୭ܸୡ,ୡ୭୰୰ on aging, which implies an increase 
in the effective rate constant for electron transfer from the TiO2 to Iଷି  in the electrolyte. In 
addition, recombination rate in TF increased by a larger extent than in LI, this is consistent 
with the fact that (∆ܧୡ െ ∆ ୭ܸୡ) of TF was greater than that of LI. Unfortunately, no physical 
explanation can be provided based on the experiments done here for this phenomenon. 
Detailed research into the mechanism of increased recombination with aging is beyond the 
scope of the present work and is subject to further study in the future. 
 
4.3.3 Evolution of charge collection efficiency.  
After analysis on the evolution of ୭ܸୡ, the following sections will focus on ୱ݆ୡ. As the 
discussed in section 2.1.2, the photocurrent of a DSC is solely determined by IPCE. So the 
evolution of the photocurrent of the two cells should stem from changes in one or more of the 
four yields in Eq. 2.5 upon aging. ߟ୪୦ሺߣሻ follows Eq. 2.7 which is defined in section 2.1.2. 
Since both cells were fabricated under the same conditions except the electrolyte composition 
was different (only TFSIି, PMIା and Iି concentrations vary between cells, Liା  and Iଶ 
concentrations were fixed, as was the solvent), the absorption spectra should be almost the 
same, an expectation which has been validated by UV-Vis measurements. In addition, only a 
tiny variation of absorption was observed for the two cells after 700 hours aging (not shown). 
So the influence of ߟ୪୦ variation on the evolution of ୱ݆ୡ between the two cells, and upon 
aging, can be ruled out. Instead, changes in ߟୡ୭୪ and/or ߟୱୣ୮ must be crucial to the evolution 




According to the ୭ܸୡ-ܫ଴ and ܴୡ୲- ୭ܸୡ data, the ideality factor m for each device, calculated 
using ܫ଴ ∝ expሺݍ ௢ܸ௖/݉݇஻ܶሻ and ܴୡ୲ ∝ expሺെݍ ௢ܸ௖/݉݇஻ܶሻ, was close to 1 and was almost 
independent of aging time. So the effective diffusion length of electrons calculated from 
ܮ௡ ൌ ݀ሺܴ௖௧/ܴ௧ሻଵ/ଶ (Eq. 3.6) should be approximately constant, since both ܴୡ୲ and ܴ୲ have 
similar ୭ܸୡ dependence. ܮ௡ was thus estimated by averaging over a range of cell voltages 
where it remained approximately constant. The time evolution of ܮ௡ calculated in this way is 
shown in Fig. 4-4. 
 
Figure 4-4. The evolution of effective electron diffusion length ܮ௡ and charge collection efficiency 
ߟୡ୭୪ under 530 nm illumination during aging. 
 
Since ܮ௡ was found to be almost independent of cell voltage it is also reasonable to assume 
that it applies for short circuit conditions (as opposed to open-circuit, where the IS 
measurements were made) [136, 137, 140]. Then for the substrate-electrode illumination mode, 
the charge collection efficiency was calculated using [59]: 
ߟୡ୭୪ሺߣሻ ൌ
ቄെܮ௡ߙሺߣሻ cosh ቂ ݀ܮ௡ቃ ൅ sinh ቂ
݀
ܮ௡ቃ ൅ ܮ௡ߙሺߣሻexpሾെߙሺߣሻ݀ሿቅ ܮ௡ߙሺߣሻ





where ߙሺߣሻ ൌ ߙ஽ሺߣሻ ൅ ߙாሺߣሻ is the effective absorption coefficient of the electrolyte-filled, 
dye sensitized TiO2 film, and was determined experimentally from appropriate transmission 
spectra. In this equation, it is further assumed that the electrolyte-filled pores occupied 50% of 
the volume of the porous electrode, and light scattering effects were neglected. The resultant 
ߟୡ୭୪ at 530 nm illumination, where ߙ஽ሺߣሻ reaches a maximum for the Z907 dye used, was 
also depicted in Fig. 4-4. Interestingly, ܮ௡ of both cells started with a similar value of ~3.5d 
which implies ߟୡ୭୪ of almost unity. After 700 hours aging the collection of the TF cell 
became less efficient but still maintained at a relatively high value of ~90%. Hence charge 
collection is not the main limiting factor of photocurrent for these two cells.  
Interestingly, given the identical ߟ୪୦ and similar ߟୡ୭୪, at least before 400 hours when ܮ௡ 
was longer than 2d and charge collection did not depend on the absorption coefficient ߙ஽ሺߣሻ 
at all, differences in the charge separation efficiency must be the main factor dictating the 
photocurrent difference. It must be pointed out that after 400 hours’ aging, given the relatively 
decreased ܮ௡, although ߟୡ୭୪ at λ ൌ 530	nm was perfect as Z907 absorbs strongly here, it 
may not be the case for other wavelengths where absorption occurs throughout the TiO2 film, 
so ୱ݆ୡ difference between TF and LI after 400 hours cannot be simply attributed to the 
difference in ߟୱୣ୮. 
 
4.3.4 Evolution of separation efficiency derived from Short-circuit IPCE.  
Charge separation of DSC is associated with electron injection from the excited states of dye 
molecules to empty states in the TiO2 conduction band, and the subsequent dye regeneration 
with electron transferring from electron donors in electrolyte to the oxidized dye. The overall 
charge separation efficiency ߟୱୣ୮ሺߣሻ can be defined as 




where ߟ୰୥ሺߣሻ follows Eq. 2.12. Specifically, ݇୰୥ᇱ ൌ ݇୰୥ሾIିሿ is the pseudo first-order rate 
constant of dye regeneration by Iି . With ߟ୪୦  and ߟୡ୭୪  determined as discussed in the 
previous sections, ߟୱୣ୮ can be calculated. 
 
Figure 4-5. (a) normal and (b) 1-Sun IPCE of fresh and 700 hours-aged TF and LI cells, legends are the 
same for both plots. (c) ୱ݆ୡ of the two cells obtained by convolution of both normal and 1-Sun IPCE 
spectra with the AM 1.5 solar spectrum, and their comparison with the real ୱ݆ୡ upon aging. Legends of 
cell LI follows the colors shown for cell TF, but with solid symbols instead of hollow ones. (d) ୱ݆ୡ-ܫ଴ 
response (mono IPCE) of the fresh cells and the corresponding differential IPCE at 627 nm. Here the 
relative light intensity of 5 corresponds to 1 equivalent sun irradiance (i.e. the same photocurrent 
produced under AM 1.5 1 Sun illumination). 
Fig. 4-5a and 4-5b depicts the normal IPCE and 1-Sun IPCE for fresh and 700 hours-aged 




difference in short-circuit photocurrent between the two cells measured under AM 1.5 1 sun 
illumination. In comparison, 1-Sun IPCE has a much better consistency with their respective 
ୱ݆ୡ values, where the TF cell presents a much lower IPCE than the LI cell, for both fresh and 
aged devices. Moreover, a clear increase of 1-Sun IPCE was observed for both cells after aging, 
which is in contrast to the decrease in normal IPCE after aging.  
Fig. 4-5c shows the evolution of predicted ୱ݆ୡ of the two cells (obtained by convolution of 
normal or 1-Sun IPCE with the AM 1.5 G solar spectrum) and their comparison with the 
measured ୱ݆ୡ upon aging. Interestingly, ୱ݆ୡ of the LI cell was much better predicted by 
normal IPCE spectrum while that of the TF cell was in good agreement with 1-Sun IPCE. This 
is consistent with the more linear mono IPCE for the LI cell, as shown later.  
To understand the discrepancy between normal and 1-Sun IPCE, one must note that they are 
both measured by recording the current change when a small amount of photon flux is added 
around a certain background illumination level (0 for normal IPCE). Thus the IPCE is actually 
a differential value (d ୱ݆ୡ/ሾݍdܫ଴ሿ). The widely used normal IPCE, where the cell is illuminated 
with very weak probe light as compared to 1 sun irradiance cannot, in general, predict the jsc of 
a cell under 1 sun illumination, unless ߟ୧୬୨, ߟ୰୥ and ߟୡ୭୪ are all independent of I. In order to 
predict ୱ݆ୡ accurately from IPCE one must follow: 




where IPCEሺܫ଴ሻ is the average differential IPCE near a particular ܫ଴ (the illumination may 
not be monochromatic thus IPCEሺܫ଴ሻ is taken as a average value for generality), IM is the 
incident photon flux at which the ୱ݆ୡ measurement is conducted. This is however is not 
practical. Instead, to investigate the dependence of IPCE on ܫ଴, mono IPCE of two fresh cells 
were measured with a red LED (λ ൌ 627	nm, FWHM~19.2 nm) to validate this idea. As 
shown in Fig. 4-5d, ୱ݆ୡ of the LI cell exhibits much greater linearity with light intensity while 
that of the TF cell deviates to lower values at elevated ܫ଴. The obtained mono IPCE at 627 nm 




larger degradation rate under stronger illumination, which is consistent with the non-linearity 
of its photocurrent. 
With the ߟ୪୦ and ߟୡ୭୪ discussed in the previous section, ߟୱୣ୮ can be feasibly determined. 
Fig. 4-6 shows the evolution of ߟୱୣ୮ of the TF and LI cells deduced from normal and 1-Sun 
IPCE at 530 nm, where the dyed TiO2 film strongly absorbs light and ܮ௡ is usually greater 
than ߙିଵ or d (with the exception of the last 2 measurements for the TF cell). At this 
wavelength, collection loss is tiny (Fig. 4-4) and is unlikely to introduce significant error into 
estimation of ߟୱୣ୮.  
 
Figure 4-6. Evolution of charge separation efficiency ߟୱୣ୮ for TF and LI cells upon aging. ߟୱୣ୮ was 
determined based on normal IPCE and 1-Sun IPCE measurements (i.e. short-circuit, with or without 1 
Sun equivalent background illumination). 
 
As clearly shown in Fig. 4-6, ߟୱୣ୮ determined from the normal IPCE was near unity for 
both cells, although that of the TF cell dropped slightly after 700 hours of aging. As a result of 
the non-linear dependence of photocurrent on light intensity (Fig. 4-5d), this high ߟୱୣ୮ is 
apparently inconsistent with ୱ݆ୡ for the TF cell as compared to that of the LI cell. In contrast, 
under 1 equivalent sun illumination ߟୱୣ୮ of the TF cell is significantly lower than that of the 




the discrepancy in ୱ݆ୡ between the two cells. Less efficient 1 Sun ߟୱୣ୮ of TF cell is likely 
due to slower dye regeneration and mass transport limitations (lower [Iି]). However, the 
precise prediction of ୱ݆ୡ from IPCE must follow Eq. 4.5. Although the 1-Sun ߟୱୣ୮ seems to 
be more meaningful, without the exact mono IPCE measured it is meaningless, to a certain 
extent, to correlate it with ୱ݆ୡ. This can be easily validated by Fig. 4-5c in another way, where 
ୱ݆ୡ predicted from the 1-Sun IPCE is smaller than the real ୱ݆ୡ. Based on these discussions, 
although 1-Sun ߟୱୣ୮ of both cells interestingly increased c.a. 20% after 700 hours aging, it 
was not conflicting with the degradation of ୱ݆ୡ. 
4.3.5 Evolution of separation efficiency derived from OC IPCE.  
Charge collection efficiency of the two cells determined previously is in terms of IS 
measurements made near open-circuit. Since the obtained ܮ௡  is assumed to hold at 
short-circuit, where there is strong spatial inhomogeneity in ݊୲୭୲, [Iି] and ሾIଷି ሿ across the 
film, ߟୡ୭୪ calculated for short-circuit conditions may not be accurate. Instead, if IPCE is 
measured near open-circuit, the discussion of ߟୡ୭୪ and ߟୱୣ୮ would be more relevant as all 
the measurements are conducted under the same conditions, where all the equations used 
previously are strictly valid. Fig. 4-7a shows the OC IPCE of both cells versus ݊୲୭୲ which is 
determined by integration of the ܥఓ obtained from IS measurements using: 




With increasing bias, electrons accumulate in the TiO2 film and the IPCE of the two cells 
drops, with the IPCE of the LI cell constantly higher than that of the TF cell.  
  Using the obtained open circuit ߟୡ୭୪ from Eq. 4.3, ߟୱୣ୮ was calculated and is shown in 
Fig. 4-7b as a function of ݊୲୭୲ instead of ୭ܸୡ, to eliminate the probable effect due to ܧୡ shift. 
This allows direct comparison of ߟୱୣ୮ under the same ݊୲୭୲ in terms of Eq. 2.12. The change 
of ߟୱୣ୮  with ݊୲୭୲  is consistent with previous study [51]. According to Eq. 2.12, dye 
regeneration will become less efficient under strong illumination due to increasing ݊୲୭୲ and 




effect and ߟ୰୥ continues to increase and saturates at very low ݊ୠ୥, where ߟୱୣ୮ is limited by 
the charge injection efficiency (ߟ୧୬୨). Given that charge injection process is independent of 
electron concentration to a great extent [64], ߟ୧୬୨ can be estimated from normal IPCE, which 
is conducted under very weak illumination (where regeneration is perfect). It turned out that 
ߟ୧୬୨ of TF dropped from ca. 0.963 to ca. 0.873 while that of LI stayed around ca. 0.96 upon 
the aging (530 nm). This was not so surprising considering that ܧୡ of TF shifted up by almost 
100 mV (ca. 60 mV more than LI did) and ߟ୧୬୨ is closely related to ܧୡ. This minor decrease 
in ߟ୧୬୨ (ca. 10%) for TF, in combination with the minor drop in ߟୡ୭୪, is quite consistent with 
the depression in the normal IPCE of TF.  
 
Figure 4-7. (a) IPCE measured near open-circuit as a function of ݊୲୭୲. (b) charge separation efficiency 
(ߟୱୣ୮) versus ݊୲୭୲ derived from OC IPCE for selected aging times. (c) ߟ୰୥ deduced from OC ߟୱୣ୮. (d) 




With the information of ߟ୧୬୨ at 530 nm, dye regeneration efficiency (ߟ୰୥) can then be 
calculated as shown in Fig. 4-7c. As clearly shown here, ߟ୰୥ of LI was distinctly higher than 
that of TF under the same ݊୲୭୲, despite added [Iି] in the electrolyte of the TF cell being as 
high as 1 M. Given the similar ߟ୪୦ , ߟ୧୬୨  and ߟୡ୭୪  of the two cells at 530 nm, IPCE 
differences between the two cells under high intensities, no matter OC or SC condition, must 
be attributed to limited dye regeneration caused by competitive EDR The physical origin of the 
different ߟ୰୥ and consequently ୱ݆ୡ between the two cells is presumably due to low [Iି] in TF 
and a “kinetic electrolyte effect” [141] which predicts slower regeneration kinetics with higher 
ionic strength and will be discussed in more details in Chapter 7. In order to show the trend of 
ߟ୰୥ more clearly, Fig. 4-7c was fitted to Eq. 2.12 by global fitting using the Sigmaplot 11.0 
with constant EDR order ߯ for each cell to calculate ݇୰୥ᇱ /݇ୣୢ୰, which is termed as the 
effective dye regeneration rate constant. The result is shown in Fig. 4-7d where ݇୰୥ᇱ /݇ୣୢ୰ for 
each cell is normalized to its highest ݇୰୥ᇱ /݇ୣୢ୰ value, while the reason for not comparing 
݇୰୥ᇱ /݇ୣୢ୰ between two cells lies in different [Iି] and more importantly, different EDR order ߯. 
Clearly, there was no major change in ݇୰୥ᇱ /݇ୣୢ୰ upon aging for each cell. This means that dye 
regeneration kinetics of each cell during aging was quite stable and not responsible for the 
aging trends of ୭ܸୡ, ୱ݆ୡ and PCE. 
 
4.4 Conclusions 
This work attempts to go beyond the phenomenological j-V characteristics and de-convolute 
the complex correlations in DSC and gain more insightful understanding of the evolutions of 
factors controlling the operation of DSC during long-term aging test. According to the results 
and discussion section, increased performance of all cells with time was attributed to the 
dramatic increase in ୭ܸୡ. This was mainly caused by the upward shift of ܧୡ which was 
validated by trends in ܴ୲ and ܥஜ values fitted from IS. Besides, ܮ௡ calculated using ܴ୲ and 
ܴୡ୲ values obtained from IS in combination with ߙሺߣሻ determined from UV-Vis showed 




cell. Moreover, correlation of IS, normal IPCE and OC IPCE suggested that ߟ୧୬୨ of the TF 
cell dropped a little during aging while that of LI stayed constant which was consistent with 
former’s greater upward shift in ܧୡ. Interestingly, ߟ୰୥ of both cells were quite stable during 
the aging process. However, even 0.9 M and 1.9 M of Iି failed to guarantee perfect dye 
regeneration for these cells near open-circuit state under high injection levels due to the 
competitive EDR. At last, it must be emphasized that although no standard aging protocol (e.g. 
NANOMAX, a European project) was followed here, the ‘pseudo-aging’ test represents the 
first attempt to de-convolute various kinetic processes upon prolonged aging, and has provided 






Chapter 5. Determining the Conductivities of the Two 
Charge Transport Phases in Solid-State Dye 
-Sensitized Solar Cells by Impedance Spectroscopy 
 
5.1 Introduction 
DSCs are a possible low-cost alternative to conventional silicon-based photovoltaics, 
recently having achieved 12.3% PCE with co-sensitization of two dyes and a Co(II/III) 
tris(bipyridyl)–based redox electrolyte [87]. However, for commercialization other properties 
such as feasibility for mass industrial production and reasonably good stability are also desired 
besides high PCE. Bulk heterojunction DSCs using solid state hole transporting materials 
(HTMs) in place of the redox electrolyte eliminate the problems of electrolyte leakage and 
corrosion faced by liquid junction DSCs, so no rigid sealing and packaging is required, which 
will contribute to lower costs and improved long term stability. Another intriguing advantage 
of ss-DSCs is the less overpotential loss [7, 142-145] during dye regeneration by HTMs, which 
in theory can deliver a high ୭ܸୡ larger than 1 V at AM1.5 G.[146]  
With such impetus, research into small molecule and polymeric solid-state hole transporting 
materials [27, 54, 56, 147, 148], inorganic hole transporting materials [28] and polymer 
electrolytes [53] has recently surged. Among which 2,2,7,7-tetrakis(N,N-di-methoxypheny 
-amine)-9,9-spirobifluorene (spiro-OMeTAD) is one of the most successful HTMs due to its 
respectable charge carrier mobility [149] and high solubility for good infiltration into 
mesoscopic TiO2 film. A PCE of 7.2% has been obtained with this hole conductor in 
conjunction with an organic dye[147].  
Despite the innate advantages and encouraging progresses, the PCE of laboratory test 
ss-DSCs with organic/inorganic HTMs still lags behind that of liquid DSCs. Difficulty in 




the fast recombination [107] caused by high hole density near the generation sites and 
ineffective charge screening, results in relatively inefficient charge collection. Thus the 
optimum film thickness is limited to only a few micrometers or less [27] for ss-DSCs, which in 
turn compromises light harvesting. This is why various pore-filling methods have been 
developed in order to enable use of thicker films [152-154]. Meanwhile, retarding 
recombination in ss-DSCs is as critical as enhancing pore filling, and positive results have 
been achieved by treating the oxide surface with either organic [155] or inorganic [156, 157] 
shells, adjusting electrolyte composition (4-tert-butylpyridine and Liା) in the HTMs [158] and 
usage of sensitizers with “ion-coordinating” moieties [54].  
Nevertheless, the optimum thickness of ss-DSCs is still small, inevitably resulting in 
incomplete light harvesting and thus poor ୱ݆ୡ. Many strategies to enhance light harvesting in 
ss-DSCs have been employed, such as the use of high molar extinction coefficient organic 
dyes [22, 159, 160] or inorganic sensitizers [27], replacing the Au counter electrode with Ag to 
enhance back-reflection [54], co-sensitization with multiple dyes [161] or energy relay dyes 
[162, 163], and utilizing plasmonic effects to trap light [164-166], etc.. However, if charge 
collection in ss-DSCs can be improved so that thicker films can be used, the PCE will be 
greatly increased. 
Several techniques are frequently used to study charge collection in DSCs, such as IS [42, 
105, 113, 167-169], intensity-modulated photocurrent spectroscopy (IMPS) in combination 
with intensity-modulated photovoltage spectroscopy (IMVS) [113, 170], and steady-state 
front/back IPCE [51, 59, 138] measurements, etc., of which IS is particularly useful for 
obtaining information about charge transport and recombination under the same conditions. 
While the transmission line model [125] has been widely applied in the analysis of IS for 
liquid DSCs [42, 105, 167, 168], there are very few studies on ss-DSCs [107, 171]. One major 
complication affecting the application of IS in ss-DSCs is the equivalent positions of ݎ୲ and 
ݎ୦ (which are actually the resistivities of the two phases without consideration of porosity) in 
the equivalent circuit [125]. This makes it impossible to distinguish the two and thus the 




 Although it is possible to independently determine the electron and hole conductivities 
based on their mobilities and carrier concentrations in porous TiO2 and spiro-OMeTAD phases 
[172, 173], it is not directly relevant to the real device under working conditions. Snaith et al. 
have attempted to determine ܴ୲  and ܴ୦  in transistor-like in-plane devices utilizing i-V 
characterization [174]. They concluded that hole conductivity in spiro-OMeTAD is larger than 
that of the electron in TiO2. However, in this work charge transfer between the interface of 
mesoporous TiO2 phase and spiro-OMeTAD phase was not considered and the contribution of 
the spiro-OMeTAD overlayer was not accounted for adequately. As a result, the resistances 
determined from i-V measurement are actually a complex combination of ܴ୲, ܴ୦, ܴୡ୲ and 
overlayer resistance ܴ୭, as will be seen later. Also, as the distance electron (or hole) could 
travel before recombination in the film is determined by the relative values of ܴ୲ (or ܴ୦) and 
ܴୡ୲, no information on charge collection was extracted. 
Motivated by this, herein IS was employed to study the charge transport using similar 
transistor-like device configurations (referred as “transistor-like device” later). Because of the 
non-equivalency of the electron and hole transport channels in the transistor-like devices, ܴ୲ 
and ܴ୦ , can be unambiguously distinguished by fitting and simulating the impedance 
spectroscopy, and it was found that regardless of the illumination intensity applied to the cell, 
ܴ୲ is generally larger than ܴ୦. With our equivalent circuit and the corresponding impedance 
expression, charge transfer between the TiO2 and spiro-OMeTAD phases throughout the entire 
length of the mesoporous film is explicitly considered in the IS measurements and analysis. 
Cross-check of the parameters fitted from such devices with those from the ss-DSCs with 
regular “sandwich” geometry (referred as regular ss-DSCs later) shows that the result of the 
two agreed reasonably well. This validates the conclusion and, to some extent, verifies the 
reliability of the parameters extracted from IS measurement of regular ss-DSCs, which enables 






5.2 Experimental Section 
5.2.1 Fabrication of ss-DSCs. 
A commercially available microscope glass slide was used as substrate for transistor-like 
devices. It was cleaned fristly with decon-soap, followed by ultrasonication in ethanol solvent. 
A patterned stainless steel mask (two electrode design with various channel length in between) 
was put directly in contact with the glass substrate, serving as a physical metal deposition 
mask. 99.995% pure titanium metal pellets (purchased from Kurt J. Lesker) were used as the 
e-beam evaporation materials (Edwards Auto 306). A commercially available paste (Dyesol 
18NR-T) was diluted 1:1 with α-terpineol and stirred for two days to ensure uniformity. The 
diluted paste was then screen printed onto the cleaned, partially-etched FTO/Ti-deposited slide 
glass forming a 1cm×1cm mesoporous film, for regular ss-DSCs and transistor-like devices 
respectively. After the heat treatment, the mesoporous film was soaked in a 0.02 M aqueous 
TiCl4 solution for 30 min at 70 °C in the dark. Following rinsing with deionized water and 
drying, the electrodes were heated to 500 °C on a hotplate and then sensitized in Z907 as 
described in section 3.1.  
The hole transporting material, spiro-OMeTAD, was dissolved in chlorobenzene (CB) (180 
mg/mL). Tert-butyl pyridine (tBP) was added to the solution at a 1:26 l/mg 
tbp:spiro-OMeTAD ratio, and lithium bis(trifluoromethane sulfone) imide (LiTFSI) ionic 
dopant was separately predissolved in acetonitrile at 170 mg/mL and then added to the 
hole-transporter solution at a 1:12 l/mg Li:spiro-OMeTAD ratio. After briefly rinsing the 
sensitized electrodes in acetonitrile and drying in air, 40 L of the solution was dispensed onto 
each electrode and left for 60 s, and the film was then spin-coated at 2000 rpm for 1 min and 
4000 rpm for 1 min in air. Coated samples were kept in the vacuum chamber of thermal 
Evaporator Edwards Auto 306 Coater overnight before depositing ca. 40 nm thick Au 
electrodes through a shadow mask for regular ss-DSCs and a specialized Ti shadow mask for 




Finally, the spiro-OMeTAD overlayer except that directly below the gold electrodes, of the 
transistor-like devices, was completely removed with oxygen plasma etching (AST Descum 
Clen-100; O2 20sccm, RF 100W, base pressure 200 mTorr, various timings depending on 
Spiro overlayer thickness). The thickness of the bare/coated/etched mesoporous film was 
characterized with SEM (Field emission SEM, ZEISS, SUPRA 40) and a surface profile (KLA 
Tencor AlphaStep IQ). The configuration of the transistor-like device is shown by Fig. 5-1a. 
 
5.2.2 Device Characterization.  
For regular ss-DSCs, j-V characteristics were performed following section 3.2.1 and the 
active area is 7	mm	 ൈ 7	mm defined by the overlap between Au electrode and TiO2 film 
together with a mask; IS were measured as described in section 3.2.3 with Nova 1.6 The 
frequency range was 106 to 0.1 Hz with 15 mV RMS voltage perturbation amplitude. 
Meanwhile, IS of the film between the two Ti electrodes of transistor-like devices (electron 
channel) were also measured under identical conditions (near “open-circuit”), however given 
the symmetry of two Ti electrodes, the “open-circuit voltage” was no larger than a few 
millivolts and the voltage perturbation amplitude was 50 mV RMS with frequency range 105 to 
0.1 Hz. Similar conditions were set for the IS of the film between two Au electrodes (hole 
channel) but with narrower frequency range, 105 to 30 Hz. Also, it must be noted that before 
testing IS, the devices were illuminated for ca. 3 hours for stabilization, and a small box of 
silica gel was locked in the faraday cage/dark box to keep the air dry during the test.  
 
5.3 Results and Discussion 
Fig. 5-1a shows the architecture of the transistor-like device. Different from previous work 
[174], where the electron channel (terminal “1” to “2” in Fig. 5-1a) and hole channel (terminal 
“3” to “4” in Fig. 5-1a) were located on two physically separate substrates, here both channels 
are fabricated on the same mesoporous film and substrate. With such a structure, the 




determined simply by measuring the open-circuit photovoltage ( ୭ܸୡ) between Ti (“1” or “2”) 
and Au electrodes (“3” or “4”). This voltage was measured before and after the IS test for 
stability check, and it was used as an internal reference instead of the incident light intensity, 
making the comparison among different devices more accurate. The gap length (“L”) between 
the two Ti electrodes, and the two Au electrodes, is either 100 or 150 m, and the thickness 
(“d”) of the mesoporous film is around 1 m, ensuring adequate pore filling by the spin-coated 
spiro-OMeTAD. 
 Several points about the device structure and the following IS characterization should be 
noted here. First, due to the opaqueness of the Ti electrodes, the pairs of Ti and Au electrodes 
are deliberately misaligned (Fig. 5-1a) so that both channels can be characterized under the 
same incident light intensity and thus ୭ܸୡ. Second, the ~1 m thick Ti electrodes, along with 
the 1 m thick TiO2 mesoporous film (refer to the SEM images in Fig. 5-1b, 5-1c and 5-1d) 
and 100 (or 150) m long gap length L, effectively produce a slim and long active strip, 
ensuring the approximate validity of a one-dimensional transmission line model. Third, during 
the heat treatment step in electrode preparation, a TiO2 compact layer forms on the exposed 
parts of the Ti electrodes and acts as a blocking layer [174], similar to those used in regular 
ss-DSCs. Last, in order to avoid a resistance parallel to the impedance of the electron channel, 
the spiro-OMeTAD overlayer on top of the mesoporous film was carefully removed by oxygen 
plasma etching after thermal evaporation of Au electrodes. This can be confirmed by the cross 
section SEM image of the mesoporous film over the Ti electrode (Fig. 5-1b) and that of the 
gap between two Ti (or Au) electrodes (Fig. 5-1c). This step is essential as the existence of the 
“parallel” overlayer greatly distorts the IS spectrum of the electron channel (Appendix A.3). 
Fig. 5-1d is the SEM image of mesoporous film beneath Au electrode, where the overlayer still 
exists as etching was performed after the evaporation of Au electrode, which however only 
adds a series resistance to impedance of the hole channel and is negligible compared to the 
huge resistance of the mesoporous film. All IS experiments were conducted under moderately 
absorbed red illumination near open-circuit to ensure a nearly uniform profile of electrons in 





Figure 5-1. (a) Schematic 3D structure of the transistor-like device (not to scale). The cyan base is the 
glass substrate, light grey part the Ti electrodes “1” and “2”, golden part the Au electrodes “3” and “4”. 
L is the gap length between two electrodes (100 or 150 m), d is the film thickness (1 m) and w is the 
electrode width (ca. 6 mm). (b-d) Representative cross-sectional SEM images of the mesoporous film 
over the Ti electrodes (b), beneath the Au electrodes (c), and between the two Ti (or Au) electrodes (d). 
(e) Equivalent circuit of the regular ss-DSCs (connections between “1” and “4” or “2” and “3”) and 
transistor-like device (electron channel with connection between “1” and “2”; hole channel with 
connection between “3” and “4”). Here ܴୱଵ and ܴୱଶ are the series resistance of the FTO (Ti for 
transistor-like device) and Au electrode respectively; ܴୡ୭୬୲ୟୡ୲,୉||ܥୡ୭୬୲ୟୡ୲,୉ corresponds to the interfacial 
impedance between the FTO (Ti for transistor-like device) and the mesoporous TiO2 film, and 
ܴୡ୭୬୲ୟୡ୲,ୌ||ܥୡ୭୬୲ୟୡ୲,ୌ is that between Au electrode and spiro-OMeTAD. 
 
Fig. 5-1e shows the equivalent circuits of the transistor-like devices and regular ss-DSCs. 
For the transistor-like devices, the electric connections were made between electrodes “1” and 




connections are made between either “1” and “4” or “2” and “3”, where ݎ୲ and ݎ୦ are 
equivalent. Note that the two kinds of equivalent circuits are shown in one combined figure 
only for simplicity, and regular ss-DSCs as well as transistor-like devices were fabricated and 
characterized separately. For the electron channel it is assumed that upon applying bias 
electrons from the external circuit can only enter the mesoporous TiO2 phase via the compact 
TiO2 blocking layer. After initial transfer to the mesoporous TiO2, charge transfer at the 
TiO2/spiro-OMeTAD interface becomes allowed throughout the entire length of the channel. 
This is because the contact area of the Ti/TiO2 electrodes with spiro-OMeTAD near the gap is 
much smaller than that of the TiO2/spiro-OMeTAD interface in the mesoporous film, and the 
resistance between the Ti/TiO2 electrode and the mesoporous TiO2 is plausibly smaller than 
that between the Ti/TiO2 electrode and the spiro-OMeTAD. For the hole channel, due to the 
existence of the spiro-OMeTAD overlayer beneath the Au electrodes, there is no direct contact 
between Au and TiO2 but only the contact between spiro-OMeTAD overlayer and mesoporous 
TiO2. So it can be justified similarly.  
Based on the equivalent circuit in Fig. 5-1e, differential equations describing the 
recombination coupled diffusion in a porous electrode [175] with four different boundary 
conditions can be formulated and solved to find the impedance of the electron channel. The 
impedance of the mesoporous film of electron channel (without contact impedance) turns out 
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where ݖଵ ൌ ݎ୲, ݖଶ ൌ ݎ୦, ݖଷ ൌ ݍఓ‖ݎୡ୲, and the derivation briefly demonstrated in Appendix 
A.1. Due to the symmetry of the problem, the hole channel impedance ܼ୦ can be easily 
deduced by swapping ݖଵ and ݖଶ in Eq. 5.1. From Eq. 5.1 it is obvious that the DC resistance 
of the electron channel determined from i-V measurements is rather complicated and is not 




Clearly, as shown by the equivalent circuit and Eq. 5.1, the electron and hole transport 
channels are no longer equivalent as they are in regular ss-DSCs, offering us the theoretical 
basis to discriminate between ݎ୲ and ݎ୦ using IS. Before fitting the actual measured IS data 
for such devices, rigorous simulations were performed to visualize the features of the spectra 
and the influence of the various parameters (Appendix A.4). Interestingly, consistency 
between simulated and measured spectra (Fig. 5-2a and 5-2b) can be achieved only if ݎ୲ is 
several times larger than ݎ୦, with exact ratio depending on ୭ܸୡ. We must also point out that 
due to the very high impedance of the devices over most of the frequency range (of the order 
of 106 to 107Ω), the geometric capacitance ܥ୥ induced by two coplanar Ti or Au electrode 
strips needs to be considered. Based on the geometric factor and the method shown in 
Reference [176], the value of ܥ୥ is estimated to be around 4×10-12 F, agreeing quite well with 
the fitted one.  
 
Figure 5-2. (a) Typical simulated IS Nyquist plots of the electron channel based on Eq. 5.1，with 
geometric capacitance, ܥ୥, considered and contact impedance, neglected. Parameters for the black 
curve:ݎ୲ ൌ 10ଷ	Ω ∙ m , ݎ୦ ൌ 10ଶ	Ω ∙ m , ݎୡ୲ ൌ 10ି଻	Ω ∙ m , ܿஜ ൌ 6 ൈ 10ହ	F ∙ mିଷ , ܥ୥ ൌ 4 ൈ 10ିଵଶ	F , 
film thickness ݀ ൌ 1	μm, gap length ܮ ൌ 100	μm, electrode width ݓ ൌ 1mm, and frequency range 
106-0.1 Hz. For the red dotted line, the values of ݎ୲ and ݎ୦ are swapped. Note that to obtain the IS 
response for the hole channel, the positions of ݎ୲ and ݎ୦ in Eq. 5.1 are simply swapped, so (a) also 
shows the response of the hole channel for the same parameters if the legends are swapped. (b) Typical 
measured IS Nyquist plots of both channels of transistor-like devices. The hollow black circles and red 




The measured IS data for the electron channel, as shown in Fig. 5-2b, is consistent with the 
simulation in Fig. 5-2a where ݎ୲ ൌ 10ݎ୦. There are two arcs in the frequency range from 0.1 
Hz to 106 Hz. The high frequency semicircle is mainly determined by ݎ୦ and ܥ୥, while the 
low frequency one, which resembles a Gerischer impedance, is determined by ݎ୲, ݎୡ୲ and ݍஜ. 
Further simulation of IS spectra revealed the redundancy of parameters in Eq. 5.1, where only 
two parameters out of ݎ୲, ݎୡ୲ and ݍஜ can be independently extracted, which is not surprising 
as the gap length is much longer than the expected electron diffusion length. Actually, using 
this fact together with the assumption that ݎ୲ ≫ ݎ୦, Eq. 5.1 can be further simplified to a series 
combination of two Gerischer impedances (describing electron transport/transfer in the 
“electron active” region within a few electron diffusion lengths of each Ti electrode) and an 
intermediate hole transport resistance, ܴ୦, corresponding to hole transport in the “electron 
inactive” part between the Ti electrodes 
Z௘,௦௜௠௣௟௜௙௜௘ௗ ൌ ܴ୦ ൅ 2ܴୢୡඥ1 ൅ ݅߱߬௡
 (5.2) 
where ߱ is the angular frequency, ܴௗ௖ ൌ ሺR௧R௖௧ሻ଴.ହ stands for the DC resistance for a 
diffusion coupled with recombination in a porous film when ܴ୲ ≫ ܴୡ୲,[125] and ߬௡ is the 
effective electron lifetime [116], both of which are important parameters for DSCs (refer to 
Appendix A.2 for derivation of Eq. 5.2).  
With the above simplification, IS spectra for the electron channel can be fitted in the Zview 
3.1c complex non-linear least squares software package (Scribner Associates Inc.), leading to 
almost the same results as the full model when ݎ୲ is sufficiently larger than ݎ୦. However, as 
both ݎ୲ and ݎ୦ vary with ୭ܸୡ and ݎ୲ ≫ ݎ୦ might not be always valid, the fitted parameters 
for the electron channel shown later were all extracted from the full model (Eq. 5.1) using the 
NonlinearModelFit function in Mathematica (Wolfram Research). By cross checking ߬௡, ୢݎ ୡ 
(ܴୢୡ normalized by multiplying the cross-sectional area of the channel, i.e. ሺݎ୲ݎୡ୲ሻ଴.ହ) and ݎ୦ 
with those fitted from the IS of regular ss-DSCs using identical mesoporous films, the validity 
of the equivalent circuit and the derived impedance for the transistor-like devices can be 




Compared to the response of the electron channel, the measured impedance Nyquist plot of 
the hole channel (Fig. 5-2b) is just a semi-circle determined by ܴ୦ and ܥ୥, consistent with 
the simulated one in Fig. 5-2a, which was originally presented for the electron channel with 
ݎ୦ ൌ 10ݎ୲, but, due to the symmetry of the problem, is equivalent to the that for the hole 
channel with ݎ୲ ൌ 10ݎ୦. 
To further confirm the validity of the equivalent circuit in Fig. 5-1e and the assumption that 
ݎ୲ ൐ ݎ୦ , as mentioned previously, ߬௡ , ୢݎ ୡ  and ݎ୦  are extracted from the IS of electron 
channel and compared with those fitted from the IS of regular ss-DSCs. The average PCE of 
the two regular ss-DSCs is 2.02%, with 4.8 mA∙cm-2 of ୱ݆ୡ, 0.79 V of ୭ܸୡ and 53% of FF. 
Although the performance is relatively low, given the low absorbance of Z907 dye in a thin 
film (1 m), the performance is acceptable and should be adequate for the purpose of this 
study. For clarity, Fig. 5-3a, 5-3b and 5-3c only present the comparison of ߬௡, ୢݎ ୡ and ݎ୦ 
obtained from the electron channel of transistor-like devices with 150 m long gap for clarity 
(these parameters are generally independent of gap length L, not shown here). Reasonably 
good consistency between the two types of devices is obtained. While the dependences of ߬௡, 
ୢݎ ୡ and ݎ୦ on ୭ܸୡ are in qualitative accordance, the curves are not in exact quantitative 
agreement which will be discussed shortly.  
Another interesting trend is that ݎ୦  gradually saturates as the intensity/photovoltage 
decreases, (Fig. 5-3c). This is especially evident from the values fitted from the transistor-like 
devices. A similar trend was also observed by Fabregat-Santiago et al. [107]. Cross-surface 
hole propagation within the surface-confined sensitizer monolayer has been reported and may 
also contribute to the hole transport [177]. But given the tiny surface hole percolation rate 
across Z907 layer (in the order of 10-9 cm2 s-1) [177], moderate Dା concentration and limited 
transport cross section defined by the dye monolayer, the contribution should be negligible. A 
plausible explanation for the saturation of ݎ୦ is the doping of spiro-OMeTAD during the 
fabrication due to the presence of oxygen and Liା [178, 179].  
With the assumption of constant hole mobility in spiro-OMeTAD, the trend can be well 




doping during fabrication, with a term exponentially dependent on ୭ܸୡ, related to the excess 
hole density created under illumination: 
ߪ௣ ൌ ߪ௕௚ ൅ ߪ௣,଴expሾݏ௣ ௢ܸ௖ሿ (5.3) 
where ߪ௣,଴ is a pre-exponential term and ݏ௣ is the slope in the semi-logarithmic plot, and the 
fitting is also shown in Fig. 5-3c. Note that the average ݏ௣ is 31 V-1, which is not consistent 
with the ideal slope (38.9 V-1) predicted by either multiple trapping model [180-182] or 
hopping model [183] (when the Fermi level is not close to the transport level) for the electron 
transport in TiO2. However, as the density of states function of the spiro-OMeTAD [184] is 
quite different to that of the TiO2, it may lead to totally different transport behavior.  
 
Figure 5-3. Comparison of (a) effective electron lifetime, ߬௡, (b) normalized DC resistance, ୢݎ ୡ, and 
(c) normalized hole transport resistance, ݎ୦, obtained from IS of the electron channel of the two 
transistor-like devices (“T1” and “T2”) and two regular ss-DSCs (“N1” and “N2”). Lines in Fig. 5-3c 




Relative shifts of ݎ୦ between the transistor-like devices and regular ss-DSCs along the ୭ܸୡ 
axis (Fig. 5-3c) could be caused by differences of the energetics of TiO2 and spiro-OMeTAD, 
which is likely to be induced by oxygen plasma etching of the former given the film is rather 
thin. However, ߬௡ determined from the two kinds of devices are quite consistent as shown in 
Fig. 5-3a, which suggests negligible energy level displacement. The discrepancy of ݎ୦ and 
overlapping of ߬௡ could be attributed to change in recombination kinetics, which is affected 
by the change in the distribution of trap states as well as relative energy level displacement. It 
is also possible for part of the film between the two Ti electrodes, a thin residual 
spiro-OMeTAD overlayer still exists after oxygen plasma etching. This thin overlayer in 
parallel with the electron channel could lead to considerable distortion of the IS spectra, this is 
depicted in Appendix A.3 which shows the complexity in interpreting the resistance obtained 
from i-V measurements with spiro-OMeTAD overlayer. 
With ܴ୲ and ܴ୦ in the impedance model confidently assigned, it is appropriate to discuss 
the photovoltage dependence of these and other fitted parameters. Fig. 5-4a shows the ୭ܸୡ 
dependences of ܴ୲, ܴ୦ and ܴୡ୲, obtained from regular ss-DSCs. The approximate standard 
errors in the parameter estimates are rather small (<4%) and the fits appear to be unique. As 
usually observed in DSCs, ܴ୲ and ܴୡ୲ are exponentially dependent on ୭ܸୡ, with a slight 
curvature in semi-log plots for ܴ୲ being observed at high photovoltages. The curvature in ܴ୲ 
plots could arise from field build-up at the TiO2/spiro-OMeTAD interface leading to 
unpinning of the TiO2 energy levels [185, 186], which may be more important in ss-DCSs than 
in their liquid-based counterparts, due to less effective charge screening. It may also be caused 
by a downward shift of the quasi-Fermi level in the spiro-OMeTAD (ܧ௙,௣) with increasing ୭ܸୡ 
due to increased doping, as indicated by Fig. 5-3c. However, the semi-log ܥஜ- ୭ܸୡ plots shown 
in Fig. 5-4b can be well fitted by an exponential function and show no curvature, which does 
not appear to support either energy level unpinning or a shift of ܧ௙,௣. Determining the origin 
for this discrepancy is not possible without more detailed knowledge of the relevant density of 
states functions and transport mechanisms for electrons and holes in the two phases, which will 





Figure 5-4. (a) Electron transport resistance ܴ୲ , hole transport resistance ܴ୦  and recombination 
resistance ܴୡ୲of two regular ss-DSCs, hollow symbols correspond to parameters for cell “N2”; (b) 
Chemical capacitance, ܥஜ, and lines showing exponential fits; (c) Effective electron diffusion length ܮ௡ 
and effective hole diffusion length ܮ௣, here d is the film thickness. The dotted line in all three plots 
indicates the position of the 1 Sun ୭ܸୡ and all parameters here were extracted form IS of regular 
ss-DSCs. 
 
The effective diffusion length of electrons and holes are calculated using ܮ௡ሺ௢௥	௣ሻ ൌ ݀ ൈ
ඥሺܴୡ୲/ܴ୲୰ୟ୬ୱ୮୭୰୲ሻ, where d ܴ୲୰ୟ୬ୱ୮୭୰୲ is the corresponding charge transport resistances, and 
the result is shown in Fig. 5-4c. Obviously the effective electron diffusion length ܮ௡ is quite 
short, just around the film thickness, while that for holes ܮ௣ is 2-5 times longer than ܮ௡ in 
the photovoltage range measured, corresponding to 4-25 times larger ܴ୲. Since ܴ୲ increases 




expect an even larger difference between the two diffusion lengths. For very high 
photovoltages, which are unlikely to occur in real devices, this conclusion will also stand from 
the trend of ܴ୲- ୭ܸୡ and ܴ୦- ୭ܸୡ plots (Note that the position of the 1 Sun ୭ܸୡ is to the left of 
the plots). Since the charge collection in the mesoporous film is limited by the relatively small 
electron conductivity, improvement in the hole conductivity will not significantly enhance the 
charge collection, which is a key issue in ss-DSCs, especially when the film thickness is 
increased. It follows that in order to achieve higher PCE of ss-DSCs with spiro-OMeTAD, it is 
more urgent to either enhance electron transport or retard recombination, rather than improve 
hole transport. Nevertheless, hole transport remains important as this partly determines the 
device series resistance and thus impacts upon the fill factor.  
 
5.4 Conclusions 
In summary, we have carried out a comprehensive impedance spectroscopic study for the 
charge transport in ss-DSCs. The good consistency of effective electron lifetime ߬௡ , 
normalized DC resistance ୢݎ ୡ  and normalized hole transport resistance ݎ୦  between the 
transistor-like devices and the regular ss-DSCs validates the model for reliable impedance 
spectroscopic analysis of ss-DSCs. From this study, it is confirmed unambiguously that the 
hole conductivity of the spiro-OMeTAD phase is larger than the electron conductivity of the 
mesoporous TiO2 for all phtotovoltages studied. The resultant effective diffusion lengths for 
electrons and holes suggest that in order to enhance the charge collection and thus power 
conversion efficiency of ss-DSCs, electron collection must be improved either by enhancing 
electron transport or suppressing charge recombination. The methodology proposed here is 






Chapter 6. Determination of Sensitizer Regeneration 
Efficiency in Dye-Sensitized Solar Cells 
 
6.1 Introduction 
Relatively high PCEs and potentially low manufacturing costs make DSCs a serious 
competitor to conventional silicon-based photovoltaics. At the heart of the DSC is a monolayer 
of dye molecules (D) adsorbed on a wide band-gap semiconductor, such as TiO2, that harvests 
sunlight by absorbing incident photons. Following light absorption, excited dye molecules (D∗) 
inject electrons into the semiconductor (݁ି), themselves becoming oxidized in the process: 
D ൅ ݄߭⟶ D∗ (R6.1) 
D∗ ⟶ Dା ൅ ݁ି (R6.2) 
As a regenerative-type photoelectrochemical cell [7], the oxidized dye is then re-reduced, or 
“regenerated”, by the reduced half of a redox couple in the electrolyte solution. Although the 
regeneration process is critical to DSC operation, in-situ studies of regeneration in complete, 
operational DSCs are relatively rare compared to studies of electron transport or recombination 
of TiO2 electrons with acceptors in the electrolyte solution. This may be partly due to several 
studies of DSCs [52, 82-85] that found evidence for efficient regeneration. The assumption of 
efficient regeneration then became relatively common in much of the work focused on 
characterization and modeling of DSCs. Recently, however, a few authors have revisited the 
problem of regeneration in functional DSCs under more operationally relevant conditions, and 
the need for more accurate measurements of regeneration in complete devices has been pointed 
out [74, 186, 187]. 
 Competing with the regeneration process is the undesirable recombination of ݁ି with Dା, 




Dା ൅ eି ⟶D (R6.3)
The overall efficiency of regeneration can be derived from the continuity equation for Dା and, 
for regeneration that is first order in [Iି] as for standard ruthenium dyes, can be expressed as 
ߟ୰୥ ൌ
݇୰୥ሾIିሿ




where ݇୭ୠୱ,ୈశ  is the observed pseudo first-order rate constant for the decay of Dା 
݇୭ୠୱ,ୈశ ൌ ݇୰୥ሾIିሿ ൅ ݇ୣୢ୰݊୲୭୲ఞ  (6.2)
and other parameters are as described in Eq. 2.12. Dye regeneration efficiency is directly 
proportional to the photocurrent of the cell and is a prerequisite for any efficient DSC. Near 
unity regeneration efficiencies have been inferred from TA measurements for a variety of 
different redox couples under what are essentially open circuit conditions, although generally 
not using realistic electrolyte solutions and a well-defined background electron concentration 
in the TiO2 [36, 41, 91, 188]. In most studies, sensitized TiO2 films immersed in electrolyte 
solution were characterized instead of real devices under working conditions, which could lead 
to irrelevant results. As indicated by Eq. 6.1 and discussed in section 4.3.5, EDR may compete 
with regeneration under conditions with relatively high ݊୲୭୲ [136, 137, 186], such as at the 
maximum power point (MPP) on the j-V curve. Although evidence for accelerated EDR under 
operating conditions has been found in numerical simulations and indirect 
photoelectrochemical studies [186, 187], and EDR has been observed in redox-inactive 
electrolyte solutions using transient absorption (TA) measurements [85, 189], no direct 
evidence from TA for reduced regeneration efficiency at the MPP has been reported.  
Since efficient regeneration is critical for device functioning, it is important to perform TA 
experiments at the MPP where EDR may not be negligible. It is also important to more 
accurately characterize and control the electron concentration in the TiO2 film during 
measurements, rather than simply adjusting the laser pulse energy to inject approximately “one 
electron per particle”. With this in mind, we have used TA in conjunction with OC IPCE and 




and under open-circuit conditions where interpretation of results is simpler. The validity of the 
model used is examined in detail by various comparisons between steady-state and dynamic 
measurements. We have also examined electron-dye recombination kinetics in cells with 
redox-inactive “inert” electrolyte solutions in order to determine whether kinetic parameters 
derived from such samples are suitable for calculating the regeneration efficiency in DSCs 
with full, redox-active electrolyte solutions. 
 
6.2 Experiments and Methods 
Fabrication of devices. The DSCs were fabricated following the protocol described in section 
3.1 and only pertinent details will be given here. Mesoporous TiO2 layers were prepared by 
screen printing a commercially available TiO2 paste (90-T, Dyesol). The thickness of the 
resultant layers was determined to be ca. 5.4 μm using a surface profiler. The electrolyte 
solution consisted of 1 M propylmethylimidazolium iodide (PMII), 0.15 M Iଶ , 0.5 M 
N-methylbenzimidazole and 0.1 M guanidinium thiocyanate in 3-methoxypropionitrile [190]. 
Cells were also constructed with a redox-inactive “inert” electrolyte solution which was 
identical in composition except that PMII and Iଶ  were replaced with 1 M 
1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl) imide, in order to maintain the same 
ionic strength as the regular electrolyte. All measurements presented herein were performed on 
a pair of nominally identical cells to check reproducibility. The average PCE of these cells was 
4.55% ( ୱ݆ୡ = 10.1 mA cm-2, ୭ܸୡ = 763 mV, FF = 59.2%) under simulated AM1.5 G. The 
relatively low cell efficiency compared with literature reports for similar electrolyte 
compositions is mainly due to the thin TiO2 layer thickness and lack of a light scattering layer, 
both of which are required to facilitate accurate TA measurements. 
j-V and UV-Vis Measurements. j-V and UV-Vis characterization follows the methods 
described in section 3.2.2 and 3.2.5, respectively. Specifically, a shallow mask slightly larger 
than the electrode area was used and the active cell area was taken to be the TiO2 film area of 




area. All cells were stabilized in the dark at room temperature for 3 days before testing, and 
were pre-illuminated with AM1.5 illumination for 30 s before the 70 s j-V scan. 
IS and OC IPCE. IS measurements were performed based on the protocols in section 3.2.3 
and under the highest intensity ca. 40% of the photocurrent under 1 Sun illumination was 
delivered by the cells. OC IPCE was made immediately after IS measurements as described in 
section 3.2.2 (േ4% modulation). j-V characteristics at each illumination intensity and in the 
dark were also recorded following the IS and IPCE measurements. 
Transient Absorption. TA measurements were performed following section 3.2.4. During all 
TA measurements, the front surface of the cell was covered with the same shallow mask used 
for j-V and IS measurements, while the rear surface was covered by a mask slightly smaller 
than the active area. With this configuration, all parts of the active layer are excited by the 
laser pulse, probe and background light, but stray probe light (i.e. not passing through the TiO2 
layer) cannot reach the photodiode detector located behind the sample. 
Steady-state transmission. The steady-state transmission of cells at 980 nm follows the 
description in section 3.2.5. 
 
6.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
6.3.1 Determination of regeneration efficiency using transient and steady-state 
approaches.  
The DSCs studied here are based on a 3-methoxypropionitrile Iଷି /Iି electrolyte solution 
and the Z907 sensitizer, a system that is known to be stable and reasonably efficient [190]. 
This choice of cell configuration helps ensure stability during extended measurements and is 
also partly driven by the desire to improve the PCE of stable DSCs [43, 190], which lags 
behind that of champion cells. EDR was also studied in the absence of competing dye 
regeneration by Iି using cells with an inert electrolyte solution (without Iିor Iଶ). In these 




bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl) imide) to maintain the same ionic strength as the regular 
electrolyte solution. 
For the measurement and interpretation of TA data, a protocol similar to that established by 
Anderson et al. was adopted [74]. A sum of two stretched exponential functions was used to fit 
the decay of the laser-induced change in optical density (∆OD) recorded at 830 nm, where both 
oxidized dye and TiO2 electrons absorb (the known absorption of Iଶି • at this wavelength was 
assumed to track the Dା absorption and so was not considered separately) [74, 191]:  




൩ ൅ ∆OD଴,ୣష exp ൥െቆ ݐ߬୛୛,ୣషቇ
ఉ౛ష
൩ (6.3) 
For data recorded at 980 nm, where Dା does not absorb, only one stretched exponential was 
used 
∆ODଽ଼଴ሺݐሻ ൌ ∆OD଴,ୣష exp ൥െቆ ݐ߬୛୛,ୣషቇ
ఉ౛ష
൩ (6.4) 
In these expressions, ∆OD଴ is the initial laser-induced change in the optical density of the 
sample, ߬୛୛ is the characteristic stretched exponential lifetime, ߚ is the stretch parameter 
and the subscripts Dା and eି denote parameters describing the decay of these species. As 
direct comparison of ߬୛୛  values could be meaningless if, ߚ  varies, weighted average 
lifetimes (߬୭ୠୱ) were calculated using 





where Γሺሻ is the gamma function. Weighted-average lifetimes are appropriate for calculating 
concentrations and fluxes of species under steady-state conditions and can be used in the 
calculation of the steady-state regeneration efficiency (Eq. 6.1). By fitting the TA decays of 
regular cells (i.e. with the full electrolyte solution containing Iି), ݇୭ୠୱ for the Dା and eି 
decays (݇୭ୠୱ,ୈశ and ݇୭ୠୱ,ୣష) were calculated from the ߬୛୛ and ߚ values obtained from 




measurements are made in the small perturbation regime, ݇୭ୠୱ,ୈశ  can be interpreted with Eq. 
6.2, while ݇୭ୠୱ,ୣష ൌ ߛ݇ୣୣ୰ᇱ ݊௧௢௧ఊିଵ ൅ ߯݇௘ௗ௥݊௧௢௧ఞିଵሾDାሿୠ୥  where ߛ  and ݇ୣୣ୰ᇱ  are the reaction 
order in ݊௧௢௧ and rate constant, respectively, for EER and ሾDାሿୠ୥ is the background Dା 
concentration. 
Fig. 6-1 shows a representative example of the measured 830 nm TA decays at various 
open-circuit photovoltages (for clarity only data for one cell is shown). Note that as the 
photovoltage increases the traces gradually shift to shorter times, indicating increasing ݇୭ୠୱ,ୈశ. 
Initially, TA decays with 980 nm probe light were also recorded and fitted with Eq. 6.4 in 
order to fit the 830 nm TA with Eq. 6.3 while fixing all three parameters in the second term 
(assuming the absorption coefficients of electrons at 830 nm and 980 nm are the same); 
however, the resultant fitting quality was not always satisfactory. Fortunately, it was found that 
there was sufficient detail in the TA decays at high voltage (e.g. 769 mV) to fit for all 6 
parameters in Eq. 6.3, with standard errors in the parameter estimates all being ≤ 0.85%. For 
measurements at lower voltages (e.g. 610 mV), separation of the two decays is more difficult. 
Therefore, to fit the low voltage TA it was first assumed that the injection efficiency is 
constant in the voltage range studied here (this assumption is supported by the nearly identical 
∆OD values at t = 0 s, which show no voltage-dependence). In line with this assumption, the 
ratio of ∆OD଴,ୈశ/∆OD଴,ୣష for low voltage TA was fixed based on the fitting results for higher 
voltage TA, thus reducing the number of free parameters from 6 to 5. Using this procedure the 
remaining free parameters could be obtained, with standard errors in all parameters ≤ 0.5%. In 
further support of the validity of the 6-parameter fits, we also find that ݇୭ୠୱ,ୣష  values 
obtained from fits to 830 nm decays agree reasonably well with those obtained from 3 





Figure 6-1. Measured transient absorption (TA) at 830 nm for a regular cell (redox-active electrolyte 
solution containing Iି) at various open-circuit photovoltages. The TA decay for an inert cell (no Iି or 
Iଶ in the electrolyte solution) measured without background illumination is also shown for comparison. 
The black lines are representative single or double stretched exponential fits to the data. 
 
TA decays for inert cells (without Iି and Iଶ) were also measured using an identical laser 
pulse energy but without background illumination. Experiments like this are commonly used to 
estimate the EDR rate constant so that the regeneration rate constant and regeneration 
efficiency can be calculated for regular cells using Eq. 6.1 and Eq. 6.2. Representative data and 
a fit are shown in Fig. 6-1. The Dା decay is clearly much faster in the regular cells containing 
Iି than in the inert cell, which intuitively suggests efficient dye regeneration. However, there 
are a number of reasons that the EDR rate constant estimated from inert cells may not be 
strictly applicable to regular cells as we will discuss in detail later in this article.  
In order to calculate ߟ୰୥ in the absence of separate measurement of ݇ୣୢ୰݊୲୭୲ఞ , ݇୰୥ሾIିሿ has 
been extracted by fitting Eq. 6.2 to ݇୭ୠୱ,ୈశ as a function of ݊୲୭୲ with the assumption of 
constant ݇୰୥ሾIିሿ, as shown in Fig. 6-2. Here, ݊୲୭୲ is taken to be either the background 
electron concentration in the cell either before (݊ୠ୥) or immediately after (݊୮ୣୟ୩) the laser 




open-circuit voltage either before laser excitation ( ୠܸ୥) or the voltage peak that shortly follows 
the laser pulse ( ୮ܸୣୟ୩), giving rise to the two different electron concentrations, ݊ୠ୥ and ݊୮ୣୟ୩, 
which will be discussed in more detail later. 
 
Figure 6-2. Dependence of the observed rate constant for the decay of the oxidized dye (݇୭ୠୱ,ୈశ) on 
TiO2 electron concentration (݊ୠ୥  or ݊୮ୣୟ୩ , see main text for definition) obtained from transient 
absorption measurements made at 830 nm on regular cells (data for two cells are shown in each plot) 
with a redox-active electrolyte solution. The line is a fit of Eq. 6.2 to the data, from which the 
electron-dye recombination rate constant ݇ୣୢ୰, reaction order ߯ in ݊୲୭୲, and regeneration rate constant 
݇୰୥ can be determined. 
 
The fit of Eq. 6.2 to the data is good and approximate standard errors in ݇୰୥ሾIିሿ and 
߯ are quite small, with parameter 　 estimates of 1.05 ± 0.03 × 104 s-1 and 3.07 ± 0.19, 
respectively, from the ݊୮ୣୟ୩-݇୭ୠୱ plot or 1.08 ± 0.04 × 104 s-1 and 2.54 ± 0.25 from the 
݊ୠ୥-݇୭ୠୱ plot. However, the estimates for ݇ୣୢ୰ appear to be very imprecise (e.g. 2.7 ± 21.7 × 
10-52 cmଷఞ s-1 for the ݊୮ୣୟ୩-݇୭ୠୱ plot). This is not surprising as ݇ୣୢ୰ is sensitive to ݊୲୭୲ఞ  
where ݊୲୭୲ is very large (1017 to 1018 cm-3 in our dataset) and ߯ is substantially larger than 
unity, thus a small error in the determination of ݊୲୭୲ and/or ߯ will lead to a very large error 
in ݇ୣୢ୰. However, the fact that the approximate 95% confidence interval for ݇ୣୢ୰ contains 




fixed then ݇ୣୢ୰ can be determined precisely from the data. It is therefore more meaningful to 
quote a range of ݇ୣୢ୰ based on the upper and lower estimates of ߯, which results in a ݇ୣୢ୰ 
range of 1.36 × 10-55 cm9.78 s-1 to 8.35 × 10-49 cm8.64 s-1 for the ݊୮ୣୟ୩-݇୭ୠୱ plot. Fortunately, 
what is most interesting here is the value of ݇୰୥ሾIିሿ, which can be determined reliably from 
the data. Since the difference in ݇୰୥ሾIିሿ determined from the two plots in Fig. 6-2 is 
negligibly small (within error estimates), the value derived from the ݊୮ୣୟ୩-݇୭ୠୱ plot was 
chosen to calculate ݇୰୥ and ߟ୰୥, but identical conclusions can be drawn if the other value is 
used. Dividing ݇୰୥ሾIିሿ by the added ሾIିሿ yields 1.24 ± 0.03 × 104 M-1 s-1 for ݇୰୥, which is 
about 62 times smaller than a recently reported value for the N719 dye in the same solvent [74]. 
The difference is probably ascribable to the presence of bulky nonyl chains on the Z907 
molecule, which may sterically hinder the approach of Iି. 
Fig. 6-3 shows ߟ୰୥ calculated from the TA results as a function of either ݊ୠ୥ or ݊୮ୣୟ୩. 
The difference between these quantities is unimportant for the present discussion and its 
significance will be explained shortly. It is evident that regeneration is almost 100% efficient 
at low ݊୲୭୲, but that it becomes significantly less efficient as ݊୲୭୲ increases, as predicted by 
Eq. 6.1. The conclusion that regeneration is 100% efficient at the lowest ݊୲୭୲ can also be 
drawn using data for the inert cell to estimate ݇ୣୢ୰݊୲୭୲ఞ , although as we will explain shortly we 
are not confident that this approach is generally valid.  
To further confirm the observations from TA, ߟ୰୥ was also determined from UV-Vis, OC 
IPCE and IS measurements, as described in section 4.3.4 and previous work [51, 186]. Briefly, 
the method is based on the Eq. 2.5 (IPCE ൌ ߟ୪୦ߟ୧୬୨ߟ୰୥ߟୡ୭୪), where ߟ୪୦ is determined from 
UV-Vis measurements, ߟ୧୬୨ is assumed to be independent of ݊୲୭୲, and ߟୡ୭୪ is calculated 
from IS fitting results and optical measurements [59, 125]. Note that, for these specific 
measurement conditions, ߟ୰୥ is mathematically identical to the large-amplitude (or integral) 
regeneration efficiency given by Eq. 6.1, despite this being a form of differential measurement, 
and ߟୡ୭୪ does not account for the majority of collection losses due to EDR, aside from a slight 
decrease in the electron lifetime. Both of these facts may seem quite unintuitive but are readily 




assumption that ߟ୰୥ is unity at the lowest measured ݊୲୭୲, which is expected from Eq. 6.1 and 
validated by the TA measurements, ߟ୰୥ can be determined at each ݊୲୭୲ from the measured 
IPCE data. Results of this analysis are also plotted versus ݊୲୭୲ in Fig. 6-3. 
 
Figure 6-3. ߟ୰୥ calculated using different methods described in the main text, as a function of ݊୲୭୲. 
Note the similarity between the plots obtained from TA measurements and OC IPCE measurements 
combined with IS. The black line is a fit of Eq. 6.1 to the ߟ୰୥ data derived from IPCE/IS measurements. 
 
In order to make a fair comparison between ߟ୰୥ values determined by the two methods, the 
effect of perturbing ݊୲୭୲ in the TA measurements must be examined. Two points must be 
considered in this regard: i) the size of the perturbation and ii) the fact that the perturbation in 
݊୲୭୲ is exclusively positive, i.e. the light intensity incident on the cell is only ever increased 
above its background level by the laser pulse, never decreased. This contrasts with the OC 
IPCE measurements where the perturbation of the light intensity is substantially smaller and is 
both positive and negative, so that the average intensity, and thus the average ݊୲୭୲ , is 
unaffected. A similar argument can be made about the perturbation used in the IS 
measurements that were used to determine ߟୡ୭୪ . It follows that ݊୲୭୲  estimated from 




determined from IPCE/IS, but that the average ݊୲୭୲ during the TA measurements must be 
somewhat larger.  
To quantify this effect, the initial change in ݊୲୭୲ induced by the laser pulse was estimated 
from the peak of ୭ܸୡ transients monitored simultaneously with the TA, assuming a constant 
ܥఓ that was determined from IS for each background condition. The resulting initial changes 
in ݊୲୭୲ were almost independent of background ୭ܸୡ, as would be expected for a constant laser 
pulse energy and injection efficiency, indicating that this method of estimation is reliable. The 
approach is also in good agreement with estimates based on the change in cell transmission at 
980 nm, although this cannot be measured as easily as the ୭ܸୡ transient. The average change 
in ݊୲୭୲ estimated in this way is 1.3 × 1017 cm-3, corresponding to increases in ݊୲୭୲ of 74%, 
23%, 17%, 14%, 11% and 10% for open-circuit TA at 610 mV, 690 mV, 715 mV, 736 mV, 
757 mV and 769 mV, respectively. Without examination of the linearity of the system with 
numerical simulations and/or experiments using different pulse energies, it is difficult to 
comment on the impact of these perturbation sizes on the decay kinetics, although it is 
plausible that non-linear EDR kinetics due to time-dependent ݊୲୭୲ could contribute to the 
deviation of the decays from being single-exponential. Fortunately, the data are still well fitted 
with the stretched exponential model (Eq.6.3 and Eq.6.4) and thus the steady-state ߟ୰୥ can 
still be determined from the weighted-average Dା lifetimes. However, correctly defining an 
“effective” ݊୲୭୲ for the TA measurements at which a fair comparison between ߟ୰୥ estimates 
can be made is problematic at the lower end of the ݊୲୭୲ range. However, the upper and lower 
bounds for ݊୲୭୲ are obviously ݊୮ୣୟ୩ and ݊ୠ୥, respectively. Since it is non-trivial to define 
an adequate “effective” ݊୲୭୲ against which to plot the TA-derived ߟ୰୥, two plots of ߟ୰୥ are 
shown in Fig.6-3, one versus ݊ୠ୥ and the other versus ݊୮ୣୟ୩. 
As can be seen from Fig.6-3, ߟ୰୥ calculated from the IPCE/IS method is in reasonable 
agreement with that calculated from the TA results for either estimate of ݊୲୭୲, and in excellent 
agreement when plotted versus ݊୮ୣୟ୩. Moreover, the plot can be well fitted by Eq. 6.1 with 
the assumption of constant ݇୰୥ሾIିሿ, as shown by the line in Fig. 6-3. The resultant EDR 




be 3.07 ± 0.19 or 2.54 ± 0.25 by fitting the ݊୲୭୲-݇୭ୠୱ data derived from TA measurements. 
The origin of the small discrepancies is unknown, but they may arise from issues related to the 
time-dependence of ݊୲୭୲ in the TA measurements. A more accurate treatment would involve 
fitting the TA decays with a numerical model that explicitly considers the time-dependence of 
݊୲୭୲  when the laser-induced electron concentration is not negligible compared with the 
background concentration (performing experiments with lower pulse energies is difficult due 
to a degraded signal-to-noise ratio). In any case, the close coincidence between ߟ୰୥ plots 
derived from transient and steady-state methods supports the simple model used here and 
confirms that the main cause of the decrease in IPCE with increasing ݊୲୭୲/ ୭ܸୡ is incomplete 
dye regeneration, as we previously suggested on the basis of less direct measurements [186]. 
 
6.3.2 Dependence of electron concentration on photon flux in regular and inert 
cells. 
In most published work where dye regeneration kinetics are investigated, the EDR rate 
“constant” (often derived from a half-time) for the Dା decay (݇ୣୢ୰݊୲୭୲ఞ  in our notation) is 
estimated from the TA decay of cells/films in the absence of the redox couple, but with 
otherwise identical experimental conditions. A possible problem with this approach is that, due 
to the different removal pathways for Dା and ݁ି available with and without the redox 
mediator, the “average” ݊୲୭୲ (which technically is time-dependent unless a small-perturbation 
measurement is made with a bright background light) during the TA decay is not the same in 
the two kinds of cells, even with identical laser pulse energy, which could lead to estimates of 
݇ୣୢ୰݊୲୭୲ఞ  that are not relevant to cells with a redox-active electrolyte.  
This problem will be more severe if i) the bandwidth of the probe beam is not limited to 
wavelengths where D does not absorb, ii) too large a laser pulse energy is used, iii) too fast a 
repetition rate is used so that the laser-induced electron and Dା concentrations do not fully 
decay to zero within one repetition period and iv) a deliberately added background light is used 




out that if a background light is not used then the decay of Dା and ݁ି in the inert cells 
should be “bimolecular” (although the overall reaction order need not be 2 due to the likely 
non-unity order in ݊୲୭୲), thus the pseudo-first-order approximation that is implicitly made in 
most data analysis is invalid. 
In order to examine some of these points in more detail, ݊୲୭୲ in regular and inert cells was 
compared under various background light intensities by steady-state transmission 
measurements at 980 nm, where only ݁ି absorbs. The results are shown in Fig. 6-4, where 
݊୲୭୲ is plotted versus the incident photon flux (ܫ଴; λ ൌ 627	nm) for regular and inert cells. 
Clearly, ݊୲୭୲ is quite different in the two kinds of cells at any given ܫ଴. This demonstrates 
that ݊୲୭୲ should be carefully measured in regular and inert cells.  
 
Figure 6-4. Steady-state dependence of ݊୲୭୲ (determined from the cell transmission at 980 nm) on 
ܫ଴(λ ൌ 627	nm). The black lines are fits of Eq. 6.6 and Eq. 6.7 to the regular and inert cell data, 
respectively. 
 
To further examine the differences between regular and inert cells, the ݊୲୭୲-ܫ଴ plots were 
fitted to extract the reaction orders in ݊୲୭୲ for EDR and, for the regular cell, EER. For regular 









where ݇ୣୣ୰ᇱ  is the rate constant for EER and ߛ is the order in ݊୲୭୲ (as defined in Chapter 2). 
For inert cells, since ݁ି can only recombine with Dା and their concentrations must be equal, 
it can easily be shown that 
ܫ଴ߟ୪୦ߟ୧୬୨/݀ ൌ ݇ୣୢ୰݊୲୭୲ఞାଵ (6.7)
The regular cell data is fitted well by Eq. 6.6 and it is worth noting that that the fit quality is 
improved by a statistically significant amount compared to a single power law fit. The fit of Eq. 
6.7 to the inert cell data is less satisfactory. Obviously, the fit might be improved if Eq. 6.6 was 
used instead, but there is no physical basis for doing so. The resultant ߯ from the fit to the 
regular cell is 3.1 ± 0.4, which is very close to ߯ derived from TA measurements if  
݊୲୭୲ ൌ ݊୮ୣୟ୩ is assumed (3.07 ± 0.19), and just within error estimates of that derived from 
IPCE/IS (3.6 ± 0.1). The approximate agreement between these three independent approaches, 
one dynamic and two steady-state, validates the model used here and increases confidence in 
the range of values that ߯ can take. However, ߯ for the inert cell is only 0.44 ± 0.01, very far 
from that obtained for the regular cells. This large discrepancy in EDR reaction order suggests 
that there is some fundamental difference in the EDR recombination mechanism between 
regular and inert cells. It follows that, at least for the cells studied here, the common practice 
of using the EDR rate constant obtained from inert cells to calculate ݇୰୥ሾIିሿ or ߟ୰୥ in 
regular cells is incorrect, even if care is taken to make small-perturbation measurements at 
matched ݊୲୭୲. 
 
6.3.3 Dependence of EDR rate constant on electron concentration in inert cells.  
To further investigate recombination kinetics in inert cells, and the validity of using the 
EDR rate constant obtained from these cells to calculate ݇୰୥ሾIିሿ or ߟ୰୥ for regular cells, TA 
decays at 830 nm were also measured for inert cells over a range of background light 




calculated as before. The electron concentration in the cells was estimated from the 
steady-state 980 nm OD change relative to the dark. The dependence of ݇୭ୠୱ on ݊୲୭୲ is 
shown in Fig. 6-5. 
 
Figure 6-5. Dependence of the observed rate constant (݇୭ୠୱ) on ݊୲୭୲ obtained from TA measurements 
made on inert cells with a redox-inactive electrolyte solution. The solid lines are free fits of Eq. 6.8 to 
the data, from which the electron-dye recombination reaction order (߯) in ݊୲୭୲ can be estimated. Also 
shown is a fit with ߯ fixed to 3, approximately the value obtained from various different measurements 
for regular cells with a redox-active electrolyte solution. 
 
Provided the background illumination is strong enough that the TA measurement can be 
considered to be in the small-perturbation regime, the dependence of ݇୭ୠୱ on ݊୲୭୲ for inert 
cells is given by 
݇୭ୠୱ ൌ ሺ߯ ൅ 1ሻ݇ୣୢ୰݊୲୭୲ఞ (6.8) 
However, for measurements with little or no background light, the laser-induced ݁ି and D+ 
concentrations are significant and Eq. 6.8 need not be obeyed. If we take ݊୲୭୲ to be equal to 
݊ୠ୥ and fit Eq. 6.8 to only the top five data points (where the laser-induced ݁ି concentration 
is less than ~20% of ݊୲୭୲), a value of 1.14 ± 0.02 is obtained for ߯ which, as found in the 




low value of 1.04 ± 0.05 for ߯ is obtained if ݊୲୭୲ ൌ ݊୮ୣୟ୩ is assumed and the entire dataset 
is fitted instead. These values are also quite different from ߯ derived from steady-state 
measurements made on the same cell (0.44 ± 0.01), although still in better agreement with this 
than with any of the regular cell measurements. To help appreciate the discrepancy in ߯ 
between regular and inert cells more clearly, the data were also fitted with ߯ fixed to 3 
(approximately the value found for the regular cells by various techniques), which, as can be 
seen from Fig. 6-5, results in a very poor fit. These findings provide further evidence that the 
practice of using TA measurements made with redox-inactive electrolyte solutions in the 
calculation of regeneration rate constants or efficiencies is questionable. 
The reason for ߯ in inert cells being so different to that in regular cells has not been 
established yet. It may be that some specific interaction between either half of the redox 
mediator (or the salt added to substitute it in the inert cell) and the dye and/or TiO2 alters the 
EDR mechanism, e.g., by shifting the TiO2 conduction band energy relative to the dye energy 
levels, which could alter the apparent reaction order if surface states are involved in 
recombination [69, 192-194]. It should also be noted that in the absence of the redox mediator 
the TiO2 particles are not expected to be depleted at equilibrium in the dark. This means that 
the actual electron concentration in the particles, and therefore also the energies of occupied 
states, may not be the same in regular and inert cells for the same ݊୲୭୲, although this effect 
would be less important for photo-induced electron concentrations that are much greater than 
the (unknown) doping density of the TiO2 particles. However, it seems unlikely that either of 
these explanations could give rise to such a large difference in reaction order. Another 
possibility is that the presumably very high Dା concentration in the inert cell (in principle 
equal to ݊୲୭୲ if no other pathway for removal of Dା exists) compared to the regular cell 






6.3.4 Regeneration efficiency under working conditions.  
To estimate the regeneration efficiency under operating conditions, TA at 830 nm was 
measured with cells biased to the MPP on the j-V curve under background illumination that 
produced about one third of the 1 Sun ୱ݆ୡ. The TA decay was then fitted as before to obtain 
݇୭ୠୱ,ୈశ, from which a value of ~90% for ߟ୰୥ was calculated using the value of ݇୰୥ሾIିሿ 
determined in the open-circuit measurements. The perturbation in ݊୲୭୲  during the TA 
experiment was examined by monitoring the transmission of the cell at 980 nm and was found 
to be ~30% of the background ݊୲୭୲. Similar experiments were also performed at short circuit, 
which produced ߟ୰୥  values of >99%. It could be argued that using ݇୰୥ሾIିሿ  from the 
open-circuit measurements in these calculations is not appropriate due to the ሾIିሿ gradient 
caused by current flow at short circuit or the MPP. However, if this effect is significant then 
using the open-circuit value of ݇୰୥ሾIିሿ will result in overestimation of ߟ୰୥ and thus our 
estimate can be viewed as an upper limit for ߟ୰୥. Furthermore, taking the diffusion coefficient 
of Iି in 3-methoxypropionitrile solution to be ~4.5 × 10-6 cm2 s-1 [188], we estimate that only 
a 1.5% decrease in ሾIିሿ at the substrate is required to support the photocurrent. Even if the 
diffusion coefficient is reduced by a factor of three throughout the entire 25 m thick 
electrolyte layer, which should over-correct for constrictivity and tortuosity effects due to 
diffusion in the TiO2 pores [173, 187, 195], a maximum ሾIିሿ depletion of only 4.5% is 
calculated, which will have a very minor effect on our ߟ୰୥ calculations. 
To correlate ߟ୰୥ obtained from TA with the j-V characteristics, the measured j-V was 
corrected for iR drop across the series resistance and then compared with the simulated j-V 
obtained by adding ୱ݆ୡ to the measured dark j-V, also corrected for iR drop. As can be seen in 
Fig. 6-6, the current density loss at the MPP compared to ୱ݆ୡ is ~8%, which is remarkably 
close to the ~10% regeneration loss predicted by the TA measurements. This is an extremely 
important finding as it implies that the efficiency of these DSCs could be improved if 
regeneration could be made faster, despite the fact that it appears perfect at short circuit. Note 
that conventional IPCE measurements, the linearity of the ୱ݆ୡ-ܫ଴ characteristics, and TA 




incapable of identifying that the efficiency of this cell was limited by inefficient regeneration. 
On first sight, the potential improvement in efficiency seems to be fairly small, as the 
regeneration efficiency at the MPP is still relatively high. However, it must be realized that 
୭ܸୡ and FF are also partly determined by the voltage dependence of regeneration. As shown in 
Fig. 6-6, both ୭ܸୡ  and FF of the simulated j-V assuming perfect dye regeneration are 
enhanced, while the increase in j at the MPP is actually rather insignificant. Overall, a 14% 
improvement in PCE (now limited by the dark current curve) would be achieved if 
regeneration could be made more efficient. 
 
Figure 6-6. Measured j-V characteristic for a regular cell and the j-V characteristic predicted from the 
sum of the short-circuit photocurrent and the dark current, as would be expected if dye regeneration was 
100% efficient and no additional recombination pathways open up under illumination. Also shown is 
ߟ୰୥ obtained from TA measurements made at short circuit, the maximum power point (MPP) and open 
circuit. All measurements were made under illumination (λ ൌ 627	nm) equivalent to ~0.33 Sun 




Dye regeneration and recombination kinetics in complete DSCs were characterized by TA, 




measurements were also performed at short circuit and at the MPP. By combining the results 
of these experiments, the dependence of ߟ୰୥  on ݊୲୭୲  in a complete DSC has been 
unambiguously demonstrated for the first time, with good agreement between TA 
measurements and steady-state IPCE measurements being found. More importantly, a ~10% 
loss in ߟ୰୥ was measured at the MPP for these cells, indicating that inefficient regeneration 
limits their efficiency. It is estimated that a 14% improvement in PCE for these cells could be 
achieved if regeneration was 100% efficient under all conditions, so that the shape of the j-V 
characteristic was only determined by the dark current. It is predicted that the PCE of other 
robust DSCs could be improved by further by accelerating dye regeneration kinetics, even if 
standard tests such as conventional IPCE, the linearity of ୱ݆ୡ-ܫ଴ and ex-situ TA measurements 
(without carefully controlled electron concentration) all indicate perfect regeneration. Finally, 
TA measurements made as a function of ݊୲୭୲, and measurements of ݊୲୭୲ as a function of 
light intensity, reveal that redox-inactive “inert” cells are probably not suitable for the 
determination of the EDR rate constant in regular cells as these cells exhibit a different EDR 
order in ݊୲୭୲. It is therefore recommended that ݇୰୥ሾIିሿ be determined instead by making 
measurements on regular cells over a range of ݊୲୭୲, including very low ݊୲୭୲, or by varying 





Chapter 7. Influence of supporting electrolyte 
concentration on photocurrent of dye-sensitized solar 
cells employing robust electrolytes. 
 
7.1 Introduction 
With the impetus for long-term use of DSCs in various circumstances, research into 
solvent-free ionic liquids, polymer electrolytes, and all-solid-state hole transporting materials 
has recently surged [42, 43, 53-57]. Especially, studies of RTILs have increased dramatically. 
DSCs with RTIL electrolytes have achieved over 9% PCE and good stability under long-term 
light-soaking and thermal stress tests [43]. To further improve the performance of DSCs 
employing these robust electrolytes, systematic studies of charge transport and transfer 
mechanisms are required to scrutinize the the factors dictating the operation. For instance, the 
thermodynamic driving force for dye regeneration which is as high as 600 mV for the Iଷି /Iି 
redox mediator [75] and needs to be carefully optimized. This point is especially important for 
these DSCs, which according to previous studies may possess much slower dye regeneration 
kinetics but not confirmed with relevant measurements [167, 196]. Moreover, as demonstrated 
in Chapter 6, for DSCs under real working conditions, EDR may be competitive even with 
high free [Iି] (0.85 M). So it is necessary to determine dye regeneration yield for RTIL DSCs 
under working conditions.  
In this chapter, the effects of supporting electrolyte (SE) concentration on the photocurrents 
of DSCs were systematically studied. Different kinetic processes, including electron injection, 
charge collection, and dye regeneration for a series of DSCs were de-convoluted with the 
combination of IPCE and IS measured near open-circuit, which has been validated by transient 
absorption (TA) measurements in Chapter 6. Electrolytes of the DSCs studied here contain 
constant amounts of LiI, propylmethylimidazolium iodide (PMII), Iଶ , and 




EMITFSI concentration, ܮ௡  and ߟ୰୥ decrease, resulting in a degradation of the j-V 
characteristics. The attenuation of ߟ୰୥ with increasing electron concentration (݊୲୭୲) exhibits a 
significant dependence on supporting electrolyte concentration, which is qualitatively 
correlated to a kinetic electrolyte effect and possibly ionic strength/viscosity related 
modulation of reorganization energies. It is anticipated that results will be useful for the 
optimization of DSCs using high ionic strength, non-volatile electrolytes. 
 
7.2 Experiments 
Fabrication of DSCs. DSCs were fabricated mainly following the protocols described in 
section 3.1. Specifically, mesoporous TiO2 films ca. 10-11μm thick were screen-printed on 
FTO (TEC-15) substrates using homemade P25 paste. The detailed electrolyte compositions 
and other properties are listed in Table 7-1.   
Table 7-1. Detailed electrolyte compositions, ionic strengths (IonS), viscosities (ߟ) and limiting current 
densities ( ୪݆୧୫ ) of electrolytes employed in this study. The solvent for T1 to T5 is 
3-methoxypropionitrile (3-MPN), while T6 and IL are solvent-free.  
Electrolyte LiI/M PMII/M EMITFSI/M NMB/M I2/ M IonS/M2 ࣁ/ cp ࢐࢒࢏࢓/mA·cm-2 
T1 0.1 1 0.00 0.5 0.1 1.11 2.05 25.82 
T2 0.1 1 0.81 0.5 0.1 1.77 3.30 25.26 
T3 0.1 1 1.41 0.5 0.1 3.09 4.55 23.17 
T4 0.1 1 1.81 0.5 0.1 4.38 8.76 22.39 
T5 0.1 1 2.20 0.5 0.1 5.95 17.43 11.25 
T6 0.1 1 3.45 0.5 0.1 13.03 25.78 7.71 





It is worth noting that both T6 and IL are solvent-free. For each electrolyte composition two 
cells were fabricated and measured, however for clarity, data for only one cell in each group is 
shown in the subsequent sections unless otherwise stated. 
Optical and Photoelectrochemical Characterization. j-V characteristics, IS, UV-Vis, normal 
IPCE, mono IPCE and OC IPCE were performed as described in section 3.2. 
 
7.3 Results and discussion 
7.3.1 j-V Characteristics 
Table 7-2 shows average values of ୭ܸୡ, ୱ݆ୡ, FF and PCE for cells with different electrolytes. 
Although Iି in the electrolyte was kept constant at 1 M, ୱ݆ୡ drops gradually with the addition 
of EMITFSI. In contrast, the change of ୭ܸୡ has no clear trend when more EMITFSI was added 
into electrolyte. It can be explained by the combination of ܧୡ and ܧ୊,୰ୣୢ୭୶  shifts with varying 
EER and EDR rate constants, which will be investigated quantitatively in future work. 
Table 7.2. j-V characteristics of DSCs employing different electrolytes. For each electrolyte, the values 
of ୭ܸୡ, ୱ݆ୡ, FF and PCE were obtained from the average of two cells under AM 1.5 G. 
Label ࢂܗ܋ / V ࢐ܛ܋ / mA·cm-2 FF / % PCE / % 
T1 0.671 12.11 71.0 5.83 
T2 0.684 10.96 71.4 5.55 
T3 0.671 10.22 71.9 4.99 
T4 0.657 9.73 69.6 4.54 
T5 0.602 6.34 71.6 2.77 
T6 0.659 4.94 63.1 2.08 




7.3.2 Mono IPCE and OC IPCE 
As discussed in previous chapters, ୱ݆ୡ of DSCs is closely related to IPCE, and for most 
high efficiency DSCs, ୱ݆ୡ under AM 1.5 G can be predicted within experimental error from 
Eq. 2.6 using the normal IPCE. This is the case for cells using T1-T4 and IL electrolytes, but 
not for those with T5 and T6, as shown by Fig. 7-1a, as IPCE is dependent on ܫ଴ shown by 
the mono IPCE in Fig.7-1b. 
 
Figure 7-1. (a) Comparison of average ୱ݆ୡ predicted from normal IPCE and measured value. (b) 
Average mono IPCE measured under 627 nm illumination at various ܫ଴ at short circuit state. (c) OC 




The drop in mono IPCE at high ܫ଴ may be caused by limited by slow mass transport due to 
higher viscosity. However, it cannot explain the dependence of the mono IPCE on SE 
concentration at lower ܫ଴ because the currents there were not more than 0.5% of ݆୪୧୫(Table 
7.1). Thus other factors (ߟୡ୭୪ and ߟୱୣ୮) may also be affected by SE concentration, which will 
be discussed on the basis of OC IPCE and IS measured under weakly absorbed 627 nm 
illumination. During the measurements, a nearly uniform electron concentration profile across 
the film is expected thus simplifying the interpretation of the IS, as discussed previously in 
Chapter 4 and 6. Fig. 7-1c shows the OC IPCE versus ୭ܸୡ under various ܫ଴ at 627 nm. 
Clearly OC IPCE strongly depends on ୭ܸୡ (or ܫ଴). In the following section, different kinetic 
processes will be discussed to explain such trends.  
7.3.3 Light harvesting efficiency and charge collection efficiency 
In principle, the variation of IPCE with SE concentration can be explained by variation of 
one or more of ߟ୪୦, ߟ୧୬୨, ߟ୰୥ and ߟୡ୭୪. Since the only difference among cells is the amount 
of EMITFSI, which does not absorb at 627 nm and is not expected to have any specific 
interaction with the dye molecule or other electrolyte components, ߟ୪୦  should not vary 
noticeably among the cells, as is confirmed by UV-Vis measurements. Thus the variation of jsc 
of these cells must be attributed to one of more out of ߟ୧୬୨, ߟ୰୥ and ߟୡ୭୪. It will be shown 
later that ߟ୰୥ and ߟୡ୭୪ are the predominant factors governing the variance in jsc.  
Using the electron transport resistance ܴ୲ and charge transfer resistance ܴୡ୲ obtained from 
IS, the effective diffusion length of electrons has been calculated according to ܮ௡ ൌ ݀ඥܴୡ୲/ܴ୲, 
as shown in Fig. 7-2a versus ݊୲୭୲, where ݊୲୭୲  is calculated by integration of the TiO2 
chemical capacitance ܥஜ with Eq. 4.6. It must be noted here that for the lowest few ݊୲୭୲, ܮ௡ 
is calculated from ܴ୲ and ܴୡ୲ extrapolated from data obtained at higher ݊୲୭୲ in order to 
reduce errors, which is mainly caused by the uncertainty in the determination of ܴୡ୲. Fig. 7-2b 
shows ߟୡ୭୪  calculated from ܮ௡  and absorption coefficient at 627 nm with the methods 
described in section 6.3.1 [186], and clearly it strongly depends on ݊୲୭୲ and decreases with 
increasing EMITFSI concentration except for IL cells with 3.2 M PMII. This trend can be 




easily seen that there is no significant difference in rt among the six kinds of cells with 1 M 
PMII but a slight shift for the IL cells with 3.2 M PMII. This can be correlated to an ambipolar 
diffusion. As ݎ୲ of these cells are similar, which means electron transport does not affect ߟୡ୭୪. 
Meanwhile, ݎୡ୲ decreases with increasing EMITFSI concentration, which results in faster 
recombination thus worse charge collection. Lastly, it must be pointed out that mass transport 
resistance of Iି/Iଷି  also affects ߟୡ୭୪ and it is of great importance for cells with high viscosity 
electrolytes. With the information of ߟ୪୦ and ߟୡ୭୪, ߟୱୣ୮ can be calculated based on OC 
IPCE and will be discussed in more details in the next section. 
 
Figure 7-2. (a) Effective electron diffusion length ܮ௡ , (b) charge collection efficiency ߟୡ୭୪ , (c) 
normalized electron transport resistance versus ݎ୲, (d) normalized charge transfer resistance ݎୡ୲ as a 




7.3.4 Charge separation efficiency 
Although charge collection efficiency shown in Fig. 7-2b is not unity and vary with the 
electrolyte composition and ݊୲୭୲ , after factoring out ߟୡ୭୪  from IPCE, ߟୱୣ୮  plots with a 
plateau at lower ݊୲୭୲ were found for all cells, as revealed in Figure 7-3a, which is striking 
considering the differences in OC IPCE in Figure 7-1c. This behavior is consistent with the 
prediction from Eq. 2.5. Given the existence of the plateau at low ݊୲୭୲, it is quite reasonable to 
assume that ߟ୰୥ reaches unity there and ߟୱୣ୮ is simply given by ߟ୧୬୨, which ought to be 
similar for all cells on account of the similar band edge positions determined from ܴ୲- ୭ܸୡ and 
ܥஜ- ୭ܸୡ plots (not shown here). This is also validated by the close positions of plateau in Fig. 
7-3a. It is further assumed that ߟ୧୬୨ is constant and independent of bias [64]. Thus ߟ୧୬୨ at 
627 nm is estimated to be 0.835, 0.817, 0.821, 0.816, 0.812, 0.800 and 0.806 for T1, T2, T3, 
T4, T5, T6 and IL respectively,  
 
Figure 7-3. (a) Charge separation efficiency ߟୱୣ୮ versus ݊୲୭୲. (b) Regeneration efficiency ߟ୰୥ versus 
݊୲୭୲, symbols are measured values while lines are fitting results. Here data sets from two cells using the 
same electrolyte are merged to produce one fit result. Legends of both plots are the same. 
 
After ruling out the influence of electron injection, ߟ୰୥ was then plotted versus ݊୲୭୲ as 
shown in Figure 7-3b. The plots are fitted to Eq. 4.7 to extract the EDR reaction order ߯ and 
effective regeneration rate constant ݇୰୥ሾIିሿ/݇ୣୢ୰݊୲୭୲ఞ  with the fitting shown by the solid lines. 




validating the model based on Eq. 4.7. However, ߯ obtained from the fitting varies with SE 
concentration and the reason for this is still unknown. While this variation is not necessarily 
unphysical (it may arise due to surface state mediated recombination and modulation of energy 
levels by varying electrolyte composition for example), unfortunately it does not allow for 
direct comparison between the ratios of the effective rate constants obtained from the fitting 
results as they have different units for each electrolyte.  
Alternatively, ߟ୰୥  at a particular ݊୲୭୲  are compared to illustrate the dependence of 
regeneration on SE concentration. From Fig. 7-3b, at ݊୲୭୲ of T1 under the AM 1.5 G (1018 
cm-3), ߟ୰୥ drops from 68.6% to 27.2% from T1 to T6; while for IL cells containing 3.2 M Iି, 
ߟ୰୥ is much higher (65.6%) than that of T6, which is quite reasonable considering the higher 
iodide concentration in IL. The fact that ߟ୰୥ of IL is far from unity at open-circuit under AM 
1.5 G is quite amazing as 3.2 M of Iି is added into the electrolyte. The result is consistent 
with the fact that a high concentration of Iି needs to be used in solvent-free DSCs to ensure 
adequate regeneration yield and ultimately good PCE [43, 197], and implies the necessity to 
enhance dye regeneration in RTIL cells. It must be noted that the attenuation of ߟ୰୥ with 
increasing SE concentration may also be related to the increase of EDR rate constant ݇ୣୢ୰, 
which will be investigated with TA techniques in the future. 
In order to explain the varying regeneration kinetics observed here, several possibilities can 
be suggested. 
Firstly, EMITFSI may somehow interact with Iି and retard regeneration, although there is 
no reason to expect any specific interaction, especially for such large ions, and this seems 
rather unlikely.  
The second speculation is the slower mass transport of the redox couple in DSCs with 
increasing [EMITFSI] because of its higher viscosity than that of 3-MPN, which is validated 
by the viscosity measurement of all electrolytes at 60 oC, as shown in Table 7-1. However, 
even the limiting current density (݆୪୧୫) measured at 25 oC, shown in Table 7-1, is much larger 




negligible as compared to ݆୪୧୫ in all cases. So the apparent regeneration efficiency calculated 
from OC IPCE and IS is not limited by macroscopic mass transport of Iଷି /Iି. Or in other 
words, macroscopic mass transport is NOT the rate-determining step of dye regeneration under 
such conditions. However, it must be emphasized that under certain conditions (such as at 
MPP) where large current flows, inefficient mass transport can cause depletion of Iି and 
accumulation of Iଷି  in the mesoporous electrode, and thus slow down dye regeneration, 
although this explanation does not apply in the present case for the open-circuit measurements. 
From another perspective, viscosity can influence the apparent rate constants either by limiting 
the mesoscopic diffusion of reactants reorganization energy [198]. However, estimation of the 
diffusion-limited rate constant for regeneration using Eq. 2.14 shows that it is at least 103 times 
larger than the typical dye regeneration constant measured by kinetic techniques (10ହ		ܯିଵݏିଵ) 
in similar systems [188], (Here ܴௗ௬௘ ൎ 1	nm	 [199] is the radius of Z907 molecules, 
ܦ௥௘ௗ ൌ ܦ୍ష ൌ 3 ൈ 10ି଻	~5 ൈ 10ି଺ܿ݉ଶݏିଵ [188], depending on viscosity, is the apparent 
diffusion coefficient of Iି). Thus in summary, diffusion of Iି toward the oxidized dye is not 
the rate-determining step and does not affect regeneration here. 
The third possible explanation is an ionic strength/viscosity related modulation of the dye 
regeneration rate constant (݇୰୥) to the EDR rate constant (݇ୣୢ୰). Unfortunately, based on the 
present data it cannot be concluded whether ݇୰୥  or ݇ୣୢ୰  or both depend on ionic 
strength/viscosity. It is possible that both rate constants are modified by ionic 
strength/viscosity induced changes in reorganization energies. Another possibility is that a 
kinetic electrolyte (or salt) effect is active, as predicted by Debye-Hückel limiting law. Given 
that Dା and Iି possess opposite charge, a qualitative negative correlation between ݇୰୥ and 
ionic strength is expected, which would be consistent with our data (EDR is not likely to be 
affected by ionic strength as ݁ି is in the TiO2). 
To summarize, although it is not clear yet which mechanism plays a major role in reducing 
effective dye regeneration efficiency, it can still be concluded that in order to improve 




process must be improved, such as adding more low-viscosity iodide source and less high ionic 
strength supporting electrolytes. 
 
7.4 Conclusion 
In this work, the effect of a systematic variation of supporting electrolyte (EMITFSI) 
concentration in low-volatility and solvent-free electrolytes on the characteristics of DSCs was 
studied. It was found that with increasing EMITFSI concentration, ܮ௡ and ߟୱୣ୮(probably ߟ୰୥) 
decrease, resulting in a degradation of the j-V characteristics. Specifically, even under near 
open-circuit conditions with no simple mass transport limitations, dye regeneration yield is 
strongly dependent on ionic strength and/or the viscosity of the supporting electrolyte, 
dropping from 68.6% to 27.2% at ݊୲୭୲ ൌ 10ଵ଼	cmିଷ  (open-circuit at AM1.5 G) as the 
electrolyte becomes more ionic/viscous. Having ruled out the possibility of a diffusion-limited 
regeneration rate, ߟ୰୥ is qualitatively correlated to a kinetic electrolyte effect or possibly even 
ionic strength/viscosity related modulation of reorganization energies. These results are 
consistent with the finding in previous chapters that sensitizer regeneration yield can 
significantly affect j-V characteristics, and are very important for solvent-free ionic electrolyte 
based DSCs, where both the ionic strength and viscosity are normally high. It may explain why 
as high as 3 M of Iି is needed in some solvent-free DSCs to ensure efficient dye regeneration 
and illustrates the necessity of optimizing all electrolyte components aside from the redox 
couple itself. 
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Conclusions and Outlook 
  In this work, the charge separation and collection for DSCs employing robust electrolytes or 
solid-state hole transporting material are investigated, intending to enhance the stability and 
performance of DSCs. The main findings are briefly summarized here: 
(1) The evolution of kinetic processes of DSCs are monitored by a variety of steady-state and 
transient techniques over one month, in order to go beyond the phenomenological j-V 
characteristics and de-convolute their complex correlations in DSC. The results provide more 
insightful understanding of the evolutions of factors controlling the operation of DSCs during 
long-term aging and are helpful to the development of all parameter stable devices. Although 
no standard aging protocol was followed in this study, the ‘pseudo-aging’ test represents the 
first attempt to de-convolute various kinetic processes upon prolonged aging, and has provided 
new insights into device operation. 
(2) A comprehensive impedance spectroscopic study for the charge transport and collection in 
ss-DSCs is performed by comparing the IS of newly designed transistor-like and regular 
ss-DSCs. The relative conductivities (resistivities) of the electron and hole transporting phases, 
which are in the equivalent positions in the equivalent circuit, are determined based on the 
simulation and fitting of IS. It is demonstrated unambiguously that the hole conductivity of the 
spiro-OMeTAD phase is larger than the electron conductivity of the mesoporous TiO2 for all 
phtotovoltages studied. Cross check of fitted parameters obtained for transistor-like and 
regular ss-DSCs further confirms the conclusion. The resultant effective diffusion lengths for 
electrons and holes suggest the necessity to enhance electron collection and/or suppress charge 
recombination in order to improve the performance of ss-DSCs more efficiently. The 
experimental methodology proposed here is expected find important use in other ss-DSCs. 
(3) Dye regeneration and recombination kinetics in complete and stable DSCs were 
characterized over a range of background light intensities at open circuit. TA measurements 
were performed both at short circuit and the MPP. The dependence of ߟ୰୥  on ݊୲୭୲  is 
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unambiguously demonstrated for the first time by both TA and steady state methods which are 
in good agreement with each other. A ~10% loss in ߟ୰୥ is found at the MPP for these cells 
indicating the limits on PCE, and an overall 14% improvement in PCE could be achieved if 
regeneration yield is unity under all conditions. These results are conflicting with the results 
from “standard” tests such as normal IPCE and ex-situ TA measurements (without carefully 
controlled electron concentration) which all indicate perfect regeneration. Also, TA 
measurements made as a function of ݊୲୭୲, and measurements of ݊୲୭୲ as a function of ܫ଴, 
reveal that redox-inactive “inert” cells are probably not suitable for the determination of the 
EDR rate constant in regular cells. It is therefore recommended that ݇୰୥ሾIିሿ be determined 
instead by making measurements on regular cells over a range of ݊୲୭୲, including very low 
݊୲୭୲, or by varying ሾIିሿ, or ideally both.  
(4) The effect of a systematic variation of supporting electrolyte (SE) concentration on 
photocurrent of DSCs using low-volatility electrolytes including RTIL solvent-free electrolytes 
is examined. A degradation of the j-V characteristics and PCE with increasing SE 
concentration is observed. The relative importance of electrolyte viscosity and ionic strength in 
determining charge collection and charge separation yields were discussed. It is found that 
electron transport was barely affected by the addition of SE while recombination was 
significantly accelerated leading to less efficient electron collection. It is also found that that 
even near open-circuit conditions where mass transport effects can be neglected, charge 
separation yield is strongly dependent on SE concentration (as well as on electron 
concentration). The dependence on SE concentration is qualitatively consistent with a kinetic 
electrolyte effect or possibly ionic strength/viscosity related modulation in reorganization 
energies. The results are consistent with the finding in previous chapters that sensitizer 
regeneration yield can significantly affect j-V characteristics, and are very important for 
solvent-free ionic electrolyte based DSCs, where both the ionic strength and viscosity are 
normally high. It may explain why as high as 3 M of Iି is needed in some solvent-free DSCs 
to ensure efficient dye regeneration and illustrates the necessity of optimizing all electrolyte 
components aside from the redox couple itself. 




To achieve the target to improve the performance of stable DSCs for practical application, 
several points can be suggested here based on the existing results.  
(1) Stable and efficiency DSCs under thermal and light soaking should be investigated to be 
more relevant. In chapter 4, based on a few considerations as stated previously, the two sets of 
DSCs tested did not show high efficiency and reasonable stability. In order to be more relevant 
and interesting, DSCs satisfying the two points should be tested, such as DSCs using RTIL 
electrolytes, and aging should be performed under light and thermal soaking. Also, dye 
regeneration and EDR kinetics may be studied with the protocol established in chapter 6. 
(2) Charge transport mechanism in perovskite based solar cells may be examined with similar 
method used in Chapter. 5. Recently, perovskite materials have drawn extensive attention of 
researchers and have achieved extraordinary PCE (up to 15% with mesoscopic sensitized 
configuration). However, the exact working principle of the perovskite based solar cells is not 
clear yet, as they work well with different configurations: i) perovskite as sensitizer in 
mesoscopic TiO2; ii) perovskite as absorber but not as sensitizer in mesoscopic Al2O3 where 
electron injection is not favored energetically; iii) perovskite as sensitizer and hole conductor 
in TiO2 nanosheets; iv) perovskite as light absorber in a planar solar cell (FTO/ 
perovskite/HTM/FTO). Based these studies, it can be concluded that both electron transport 
and hole transport occur in perovskite. To confirm the electron transport and hole transport 
mechanism, transistor-like and regular device with perovskite deposited in mesoscopic TiO2 
and Al2O3 substrates may be fabricated and characterized based on the method described in 
Chapter 5.  
(3) The protocol used to determine regeneration and EDR rate constants should be further 
improved by: a) Examining the linearity of the DSCs under TA measurements with numerical 
simulations and/or experiments using different pulse energies. b) Investigating the origin of the 
stretched exponential model to fit the TA data, which is ascribed to the variation of chemical 
environment in the mesoporous film from pore to pore by other researchers. If possible, trying 
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to fit the TA data with time-dependent electron concentration numerically, which may be 
helpful to define an average ݊୲୭୲  during TA measurements. c)  Studying the possible 
fundamental differences in the EDR mechanism between regular and inert cells and finding out 
the physical origin of the EDR order ߯. d) Trying to establish qualitative correlation between 
the j-V characteristics and regeneration/EDR kinetics based on the continuity equation. 
(4) Dye regeneration in DSCs using Co-complex as redox mediators should be studied with the 
protocol established in Chapter. 6. Co-complex as redox mediators is superior to the traditional 
Iି/Iଷି  couple due to potentially higher ୭ܸୡ , less competitive absorption with sensitizers, 
negligible corrosion to the metal matrix necessary for industrial application and faster dye 
regeneration kinetics (with the exact regeneration rate constant depends on the driving force). 
Although the 12% PCE was achieved with the Co-complex mediators and previously studies 
suggested fast dye regeneration kinetics, it may be interesting and necessary to investigate the 
dye regeneration and EDR kinetics with our method to correlate the performance under MPP 
with these two processes. 
(5) Dependence of regeneration and EDR kinetics should be examined with TA method as 
well as the OC IPCE/IS method, in order to differentiate these two terms. Also, SE which only 
changes either viscosity or ionic strength should be used instead of EMITFSI to illustrate of 







A.1. Derivation of the impedance expression. 
Taking the electron channel as an example, we need the impedance between points “A” and 
“B” in Fig. A1. 
 
Figure A1. Equivalent circuit for the electron channel of the transistor-like device (contacts not 
included). 
 
It can be derived by solving the differential equations that describe the local variation of 
electric current and potential in both channels[129, 175]  
݀߶ଵሾݔሿ
݀ݔ ൌ ݅ଵሾxሿݖଵ; 
݀߶ଶሾݔሿ







where ߶ሾݔሿ is the local potential, ݅ሾݔሿ is the local current and the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to 
the two channels (i.e. electron and hole). ݖଵ  and ݖଶ  are impedances per unit length in 
channels 1 and 2, respectively, while ݖଷ is the interfacial impedance of a unit length of 
interface between channels 1 and 2. 
The boundary conditions required to solve these equations for ߶ and i are: 
߶୅ ൌ ߶ଵሾ0ሿ; 
݅ଶሾ0ሿ ൌ 0; 




݅ଶሾܮሿ ൌ 0. 





zଵ ൅ zଶ ൅
2zଵඥzଷTanh ቈܮ√zଵ ൅ zଶ2ඥzଷ ቉
ሺzଵ ൅ zଶሻଷ ଶ⁄ ሻ 
which is Eq. 5.1 in the main text.  
 
A.2. Redundancy Examination. 
As mentioned in the main text, identical spectra can be simulated for the electron channel 
with different sets of ݎ୲, ݎୡ୲ and ܿఓ, as long as ݎ୲ݎୡ୲ and ݎୡ୲ܿఓ are fixed; the following 
figure is an example of the electron channel. 
 
Figure A2. Simulated IS of electron channel showing the redundancy. Parameters for simulations are: 
ݎ୲ = 103, 3.33×103, 104, 105, 106 and 107 Ω·m; ݎୡ୲ = 10-7, 3×10-8, 10-8, 10-9, 10-10 and 10-11 Ω·m3; ܿఓ= 
6×105, 2×106, 6×106, 6×107, 6×108 and 6×109 F·m-3. Other parameters: ݌ఓ = 1, ݎ୦ = 102 Ω·m, ܥ୥ = 
4×10-12 F, film thickness d = 1 μm, gap length L = 100 μm, electrode wideness w = 5 mm and 
frequency range 106 - 0.1 Hz. The curve color black, red, green, dark purple, blue and cyan corresponds 
to the increasing trend of rt. Note that for all simulations values of  ݎ୲ݎୡ୲ and ݎୡ୲ܿఓ are identical and 
the last three spectra are overlapped. Hollow symbols for each curve correspond to the frequency of 106, 
105, 104, 103, 102, 10, 1 and 0.1 Hz. 
 
Interestingly, such redundancy can only be achieved by increasing ݎ୲/ܿఓ and decreasing 
ݎୡ୲; on the contrary, identical spectra cannot be achieved if ݎ୲/ܿఓ is decreased while ݎୡ୲ is 
increased. To explain the redundancy mathematically, the impedance of the electron channel, 
Eq. 5.1 in the main text, are analyzed. Replacing L by unit length and the normalized 




ܼୣ ൌ ܴ௧ሺ ܴ௛ܴ௧ ൅ ܴ௛ ൅
2ܴ௧ඥܴ௖௧/ሺ1 ൅ 	݅߱ܥ௨ܴ௖௧ሻ݄ܶܽ݊ሾ ඥܴ௧ ൅ ܴ௛2ඥܴ௖௧/ሺ1 ൅ 	݅߱ܥ௨ܴ௖௧ሻ
ሿ
ሺܴ௧ ൅ ܴ௛ሻଷ ଶ⁄ ሻ 
Now assuming ܴ୲ ≫ ܴ୦: 
ܼୣ ൌ ܴ୦ ൅ 2ܴୢୡඥ1 ൅ 	݅߱߬௡
	ݐ݄ܽ݊ሾඨ ܴ௧4ܴ௖௧ 	ඥ1 ൅ 	݅߱߬௡ሿ 
where ܴௗ௖ ൌ ඥR௧R௖௧  and ߬௡ ൌ ܥஜܴୡ୲  are both constants for the simulation in Fig. A2. 
Given the fixed frequency range (106-0.1 Hz) and typical lifetime range in our system, when 
R௧/R௖௧ is large (> 100 in Fig. A2), the tanh term is practically unity. Thus ܼ୤୧୪୫ can be 
further simplified: 
Z௘,௦௜௠௣௟௜௙௜௘ௗ ൌ ܴ୦ ൅ 2ܴୢୡඥ1 ൅ 	݅߱߬௡
	 
which is Eq. 5.2 in the main text. However, if ݎ୲/ܿఓ is decreased and ݎୡ୲ is increased, 
eventually the frequency-dependence of the tanh term cannot be neglected, in which case no 





A.3. Effect of “parallel” overlayer.  
The existence of an overlayer of spiro-OMeTAD introduces a reisistance in parallel with the 
mesoporous TiO2 film which can have a great effect on the IS spectra, as shown by the 
following figure. Parameters used for simualtion are described in the figure caption. Clearly 
based on Fig. A3, in order to extract the parameters reliably by fitting spectra for the electron 
channel, the overlayer, at least most of it, must be removed.  
 
Figure A3. Simulated IS of electron channel with overlayers of various thicknesses. The overlayer 
resistance R଴  in parallel with the mesoporous film is 2×106, 6×106, 2×107, 6×107 and 2×108 Ω 
respectively for the black, red, green, purple and blue curves and ܴ୦ is 2×106 Ω for the mesoporous 
film. Other parameters are:	ݎ୲ ൌ 10ଷ	Ω ∙ m, ݎ୦ ൌ 10ଶ	Ω ∙ m, ݎୡ୲ ൌ 10ି଻	Ω ∙ m, ܿஜ ൌ 6 ൈ 10ହ	F ∙ mିଷ, 
ܥ୥ ൌ 4 ൈ 10ିଵଶ	F, film thickness ݀ ൌ 1	μm, gap length ܮ ൌ 100	μm, electrode width ݓ ൌ 1mm, and 
frequency range 106-0.1 Hz; The hollow symbols for each curve correspond to frequencies of 106, 105, 





A.4. Typical simulations of electron channel. 
The effect of varying important parameters on IS of the electron channel. 
 
Figure A4. Typical IS simulations of electron channel and the parameters used. (a) ݎ୲ = 102, 3×102, 
103, 3×103 and 104 Ω·m. (b) ݎ୦ = 101, 3×101, 102, 3×102 and 103 Ω·m. (c) ݎୡ୲ = 10-8, 3×10-8, 10-7, 
3×10-7, and 10-6 Ω·m3. (d) ܿஜ = 6×104, 1.8×105, 6×105, 1.8×106 and 6×106 F·m-3; ݌ஜ = 1. The rest of 
the parameters are identical to those of Fig. A3. In all plots parameter values increase in the order of 
black, red, green, purple and blue. Hollow symbols for each curve correspond to frequencies of 106, 105, 
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